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The movement has reached Calloway
County, where some 75-100 farmers
Monday attended a quasi-organization
meeting atCalloway Cou4y Cour-
-thous,: Saute county farmees say they
will parade in a tractor brigade
("tractorcade") from Mayfield to
Paducah Friday and in a state capitol
demonstration the following day in
Frankfort. There is also talk of an
Americathatgriculture Movementofitee''
in Calloway County.
A central issue in the entire
movement is the word "parity," a fair
price for farm products.
County farmers like Joe Pat
Carraway, Bobby Kemp, Glenn
Crawford, enyisitni 100 percent parity,
'a price for produce that will reflect
inflation, production costs and living
costs.
Carraway says the parity rate is
currently 63 percent. •"If we can get it
up to 85 ot 90 percent, that would beat 63
percent by a whole lot," Crawford said
inside today
in an interview Tuesday.
According to an American
Agriculture Movement leaflet, passed
out during the Monday night session,
100 percent parity means, refering to
Section 101 of the USDA's National
Economic stability Act of 1977, "that
agriculture product prices shall be
increased or „decreased on a period
basis to justify increases in production
costs and living costs for ,producers.
One hundred percent parity between
cost and prices existed between 1910
and 1914, flcicording to USDA. -
Movement organizers say that if it
costs a bushel of corn or pound of beef
to buy a certain product in 191p,( the last
time parity was adjusted), it should
--stilt rosra -bushel of corn or-pound of
beef to buy the same product.
Crawford, a farmer in his 40's who
farms 300 acres in the Lynn Grove
vicinity, gives one example: "If you go
buy a tractor that in 1960 cost about
$3,000, in 1977, it will cost about $6,000.
It still should take the same amount of
Two Sections---26 Pages
The Calloway County Laker,' lost 61-57 at the hands of
Marshall County in overtime last night. For a complete
report on the action see today's Sports Section, pages 8
and 9.
Good chance of snow tonight,
low in the low to mid 20s. Cloudy
Thursday with snow possibly
mixed with rain, high in the mid
to upp( 30s.
Friday through Sunday:
,Chance of snow Friday and again
Sunday. Cold throughout the
period. Lows in the 20s Friday
and Sunday and the teens on
Saturday. Highs each day in the
today's index
Classifieds
7-B, 8-B, 9-B, 10-B, 11-B
Crosswords  . 7-B
Comics 7-B
Dear Abby 11-A
Deaths & Funerals 14-A
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TVA Gets 140) To Ease
Shortage Of Electricity
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)- The
Tennessee Valley Authority's power
system, caught by a cold snap with 30
per cent of its electrical generating
capacity out, has obtained some far-
flung help.
TVA spokesman Jim Beckham said
the government utility was able to buy
about two million kilowatts of power
from utilities in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Illinois and Missouri to meet
heating demands.
Peak deamnd in the sevenstate TVA
system reached 20.75 million kilowatts
at 8 a.m. today after overnite tem-
peratures in the region averaged 12.4
degrees.
Beckham said TVA also is getting
about two million kilowatts from other
utilities in the mid-South under ex-
change agreements in which TVA loans
them electricity in the summer.
The agency Tuesday asked its
customers to reduce their we of
electricity as much as possible as
heating demands for the second time
this year threatened to overload its
poster system.
Bill Barker, superintendent of the
Murray Electric System, said today
that the local system is cooperating
with TVA and urged local customers to
respond positively to TVA's appeal.
TVA has gone through the first three
steps of a five-step emergency
procedure to meet demand for elec-
tricity due to the unexped cold snap.
The cold front moved into the valley
Tuesday when about one-third of the
agency's generating capacity was shut
dowfrfor repairs.
The first three steps include cutting
voltage 5 per cent, cutting off some
power to 15 industries with in-
terruptible contracts and running
TVA's 2.5 million kilowatts of oil-
burning turbine capacity full throttle.
The fourth step calls for cutting off
power to all major industrial
customers. The fifth and final step
would be to institute a "rotation
outage" in which a third of TVA's
customers would be without electricity
an hour at a time on a rotating basis.
Beckham said TVA has never gone to
the fourth and fifth steps. The the cold
Strike Closes Several
Non-Union Coal Mines
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - Non-
union coal mines in several states were
closed today, either in sympathy with
the striking United Mine Workers union
or in reaction to determined union
pickets who braved snow and cold..
Meanwhile, UMW President Arnold
Miller charged that the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association wants a
one-month strike to deplete coal stock-
piles and drive up the priceof coal, and
to weaken the union..
"If they refuse to bargain for the next
month, I'm going to make sure they pay
for it," Miller said in Washington.
"They're going to find out that's not
Council To Study
Natural Gas Rates
Information concerning a possible
adjustment in the rates charged by the
Murray Natural Gas System will be
presented to the Murray Common
Council at its regular session Thursday.
The council, which meets at 7:30 p.m.
in the council chambers at City Hall,
will also consider two ordinances on the
second and final reading. One of the
ordinances sets the salary for the city
clerk for the 1978-79 period and the
other ordinance deals with zoning
classification changes on property
along the 121 Bypass. ,
The meeting is open to the patM.
how the ball bounces."
Miller said he planned to skip
Thursdays resumption of UMW-BCOA
bargaining in Washington an4-$telieves
nothing will be accomplished.
"There's some doubt there will be
anything to talk about," he said. "I'll be
where I can get more accomplished."
The Cabin Creek, W.Va., native said
he planned in tour the coal fields to
meet with-some of the 160,000 idled coal
-miners rather than negotiate.
There was no comraent on Miller's
remarks frotn.BCOA President Joseph
Brennan. "He's not talking for the
record right now,'! said Morey Feibush,
a spokesman for the BCOA. Miller
called the strike at 12:01 a.m. Tuesday
when the contract with the BCOA ex-




Murray City School Board is ex-
pected to hear a discussion of tuition
policy from and "interested parent"
plus offer personnel recommendations
when the board meets Thursday
evening.
An agenda for the 7 p.m. session also
calls for a report on a human relations
meeting Nov. 28 and a treasurer's
report.
AUDITOR SPEAKS HERE-State Auditor of Public Accounts George
Atkins was the guest speaker for the Alben Barkley 'Distinguished lecture
Series at Murray State University Tuesday evening. Atkins, who has been
mentioned as a gubernatorial contender in the 1979 race told the
.gathering of about 35 students, acuity and townstieople that the most
sisa,-.4anlordlerinfliffect on government is "big !miner' canipaign contributions
..that are used to buy favors.. staffeltoro th Gene tocCutelteon be-$8 each. ,• .
weather is expected to remain in the
Tennessee Valley through Friday,
although Beckham said TVA has in-
dications temperatures were rising
moderately today.
"A number of our generating units
are out of service this week, some for
emergency repairs and some that are
finishing up regular maintenance that
began in the fall months," Godwin
Williams, manager of TVA's power
system, said.
TVA issued what it called an urgent
appeal to reduce the use of electricity
as much as possible during the peak
hours of demand from 5 to 10 a.m. and 3
to 8 p.m. It asked customers not to use
hot water for baths and washing clothes
during the 10,hours each day and to turn
thermostats in homes heated by
electricity to below 68 degrees.
Williams said TVA has been unable to
buy all the power it needs from neigh-
boring utilities because they, too, are
are experiencing the same peak
demands due to the cold temperatures.
"If electric heating loads come on as
heavilyas they normally would In such
cold weather, we would not have
enough generatingcapacity in service
to meet the demand," WWiams said.
TVA's power system has a
generating capacity of 28--million
kilowatts with all its units running at
full throttlq,, :Units providing about
eight million " kilowatts were out of
service today and were not expeeted to
start back up until early next week.
Jury Fin,d.s,Local
Woman Innocent
A Calloway County jury Tuesday
found Annie Wyatt, New Concord, in-
nocent of knowingly receiving stolen
property.
Jury selection began today -in Vieth&
of Commonwealth vs. Samuel Chad:
wick and Tony Williford.
Chadwick is charged with two counts,
theft of a Value over $100 and first
degree criminal mischief, while
Williford is charged with three counts,
third degree burglary, theft of a value
over $100 and first degree criminal
mischief.
A court jury Monday found Harry Lee
Davis, 19, Pine Bluff Shores, guilty of
first degree armed robbery and
recommended 17 years. A second man
connected with the case, Thomas Boze,
pleaded guilty to being an accessory to
theft by deception of a value over $100,
according to Ron Christopher, com-
monwealth's attorney.
RED CROSS DIRECTORS-Pictincd above is most of the board of directors of the Murray-Calloway County chap-
ter of American Red Cross. From left is Lester Nanney, Harvey Ellis, Dr. Ruth Cole, judge Robert 0. Miller, Dr. Rex
Alexander, Holmes Ellis, chairman, Leonard Vaughn, Karl Hussung, Stuart Poston, Henry Holton, plus Clyde Pen-
nington, district manager. Some 150 persons attended a banquet-awards presentation for Red Cross volunteers
Tuesday evening Board members not present for the picture Tuesday evening were Walter Apperson Chad
Stewart Max Hurt and Fleetwood Crouch. (Additional Photos Page 1-B) Photos By Jennie B. Gordon
In Awards Banquet
Red Cross Workers Honored
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Board members Tuesday evening -
praised the work of some 36 volunteers
and others connected with the local
American Red Cross chapter in a
dinner-awards banquet at Colonial
House.
Among the awardees, volunteers
Della Taylor and Clyzell Falwell were
each cited for 17 and 15 years of servige
respectively.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stuart Raton, who served as master of
ceremonies-, praised the work. of the
local volunteer chapter to the hospital.
Hospital Red Cross volunteers have
logged over 3,817 hours this year, in
mail delivery, meal preparation,
visitor and library service, according to
Jean Blankenship, Red Cross director.
Clyde Pennington, Bowling Green,
district manager for American. Red
Cross, also attended the function that
attracted some 150 peirns.
With Mesdames Taylor and Falwell
each given pins for their years VI
service, the hospital board and Red
Cross also awarded pins to Kathryn
GkiVer, Lillian LaFollette, ̀eight years
volunteer work, Alberta Griffith, seven
years. The chapter also awarded pins to
persons completing from one to five
years service.
New volunteers honored during the
banquet included Jerry Chrisman,
Sarah Homer, Elosie Langford, Art
Lynch, Leone Travis, Wilma Wilson,
Pat Winchester and Corinne McNutt.
Directors serving on the Red Cross
board also cited for their service in-
SERVICE PINS-Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board and,-American '
Red Cross-Tuesday-evening cited the-work of two volunteers who bave
served for over 15 years with- the local chapter. Presenting-pins .tra Clyzelt
Falwell (second from left), a 15 year volunteer, and Della Taylor (second
from right) 17 years , are Jean Blankenship, left, local Red Cross director,
and Stuart Poston, Murray Calloway County HoSpital administrator.
eluded Fleetwood Crouch, 40 years, and
Susie McNutt; over 55 years. Mrs.
McNutt was unable to attend the fun-
ction Tuesday evening.
Mrs.Blankenship noted the work of
Oyna Darnall, who has served 11 years
as a volunteer military service call
person.
Other service chairman honored
included: Mary Jane Howard, first aid,
Joyce Bettsworth, water safety, and
Robert 0. Miller, disaster prepared-
ness chairman.
The local Red cross chapter this year
awarded 342 first aid certificates,
certified 838 in water safety, certified 80
in small craft, and had 44 to attend
expectant parents' classes.
Office workers honored Tuesday
evening were Mrs. Blankenship,
Keeney Beshear and Jennie Gordon.
The office offers a number of services,
with emphasis on working with
veterans
Mrs. Blankenship noted that Red
Cross is constantly seeking volunteer
workers. The local Red Cross chapter
number is 753-1421.
Farmers Demanding 100% Parity
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
"We, the American Farmers, are
- demanding 100 percent of parity for all
agricultural products produced and
eonsumed-ln-theUnited - -
That statement, concise and to the
point, is fast becoming the rallying cry
for the dwindling number of
dependent American farmers, who
currently make up less than 4 percent
of the nation's population. - .
Ariii many of them are joining a
snowballing crusade called the
American Agriculture Movement,
which first took root in the rich wheat
growing regions of Colorado. The
movement spread to the Midwest; it
pro9AbIy unit In natidlial rstonInence
when literally hundreds of tractors
lined the streets of Plains, Ga., the
home of the Preisdent Jimmy Carter.
recently.
Farmers with the movement say
they're calling a nationwide strike Dec
14, halting agricultural production and
Elvis Tribute To
Be Recorded Here
A concert entitled "Tribute to Elvis'.
by J. D. Sumner and the Stamps at
Murray State University Thursday
evening will be recorded live for an
album to be released later.
One of the leading recording studios
in Nashville will be on hand for the
program to begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on College Farm
Road.
Sumner and the Stamps provided the
back-up music for the late Elvis
Presley fri both recordings and concert
appearances. The concert at Murray
State has been billed as "the same show
presented by Elvis on his concert
tours."
Tickets at Itie da'or, if tividifibie,' wIll
grain to buy that tractor."
Crawford said that whereas wheat
today brings about $2.17 a bushel, at 100
percent parity it would bring $5.02;
corn at $1.59 at shelling time would
-bring $3.45 a • bushel using, the- 100—
percent parity formula; soybeans at
shelling time brought $4.81, at 100
percent parity that price would be $7.60.
Further, Crawford said, cattle, which
currently bring $34.80 a hundred, would
-bring $58.20 at 100 percent parity.- The-
price for hogs and milk are currently
two of the highest parity products, 73
-percent and 76 percentrespectively.
Kemp, who estimated Tuesday, that
"directly or indirectly, a good per-
centage of Calloway County farmers"
-will-participate- in the Dee-- - -
said that farmers hit the hardest with
low parity and a fluctuating market,
are those farmels- who --don't have
storage bins.
"Right now beans (soybeans ) are
See --FARMERS,




HONOLULU (AP) - The blast of a
shipyard whistle at 7:55 a.m. today was
to signal a one-minute halt to work and
a moment of silent reflection at the
Pearl Harbor naval base.
That was the exact moment 36 years
ago when Japanese bombers struck in a
surprise attack, crippling the U.S.
Pacific Fleet and plunging the United
States into Wcorld Waf II. —
Various veteran, patriotic and civic
organizations were invited to par-
ticipate in simple ceremonies at dawn
aboard the- USS Arizona Memorial to
mark the anniversary.
Wreaths were to be laid upon the
waters above the rusting hulk of the
battleship, which -ssiia Sunk an its
rrfoorings in the attack. - •
i•
--of - -1tisv rile who were
.recently married were
honored with a reception at
the Holiday Inn, Murray, on
Sunday, December 4, by Mr.
Swann's parents, Mr. and
1%firs. Ewing Swann.. '-----.
The new Mrs. Swann chose
to wear for the occasion a
brown floral floor length
dress. She and Mr. Swann and
the hosts welcomed the guests
at the door.
Presiding at the register
Holiday Home
Tour Planned
The Laurel Oak Garden
Club of Mayfield will hold a
: holiday tour of homes on
Thursday, December 8, from
three p. m. to 8.30 p. m.
;. Each of the homes will be
decorated by the garden club
members for the tour. Homes
will be those of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Rowland, 515 South
Seventh Street; William L.
Hale III, 316 Golf Club Lane;
• Dr. and Mrs. J. Greg Ar-
teburn, 121 Campbell Ct.; and
Mr. and Mrs. Nugent Sharp,
306 Terrace Drive, all of
Mayfield.
The cost will be $2.50 per
person; a club spokesman
said.
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald Swann were Miss Nicole Swann,
daughter of Donald Swann,
Miss Yvonne Jones of Murray,
and Miss Leah Hourigan of
Bowling Green, the latter .two
cousin and niece respectively
,of Donald Swarm. ARIES ewe,
The- -beautifully appointeti•---+Mer. 21-4o Apr.-20)-
Avoid stress and strain. Take
time to analyze situations,
probabilities, possibilities.
There are many opportunities
for the taking.
TAURUS 1.4 -.9
Apr. 21 to May 21) %-nlay9
Your Venus, fairly
auspicious, stimulates intuition
and creativity. You should
make good progress if you don't -
fret over imaginary obstacles.
GEMINI
I May M to June 21) nr,-
Avoid a tendency toward
exaggeration and over-
dramatization of simple events.
Try to find a new way to relieve
monotony — but make it
practical. -
CANCER
June 22 to July 23, GO
Mild stellar influences make
this a more or less average day.
But YOU can improve it con-
siderably with a Little extra
effort and verve. Keep trying!
LEO
'July 24 to Aug. 23) ta
.You have the capacity to
produce a great deal now, but
you could offset it by going off
on tangents m wasting time on
frivolities. are
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -r
Day spells action, deter-
mination. Astute planning -
advised. Give new ventures a
Your Individual
Horoscope
table was overlaid with a red
cloth under lace and centered
with a lovely Christmas
decoration. Cake, punch, nuts,
and mints were served.
Assisting with the serving
and entertaining were Mrs. C.
W. Jones, Mrs. George
Fielder, Miss Beth Broach,
Mrs. Eugene Geurin, Ms.
Diane Johnson, and Mrs. Ben
Trevathan, all of Murray, and
Mrs. W. R. Hourigan of
Bowling Green, sister of
Donald Swann.
Sixty-five persons called
during the afternoon hour of
three to five p. m.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Don Rutland of Murray
Route Four has been a patient
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Stephanie Turner of
Kirksey Route One has been a




FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
"dry run" before actual
launching.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
.Cut loose from undesirable
situations. Try again — from
scratch, if need be. Retracing
steps can be a revivifying
process in certain areas.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) lit eV
False statements' COULD
mislead but, under day's capital
influences, you should be able to
discriminate well. Just be alert.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(
Put a bit more enthusiasm
into efforts. Success can come
through new alliances. The
'different,- if appropriate,
could spark day's happy ac-
complishment.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
This should be a fruitful day,
when some of your more





(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "I"'"
Best results will accrue from
working with those who have
know-how and inspiration to
offer. Solo ventures may not be
as successful.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Diversity is this day's
keyword, but NOT confusion.
Neither plan nor act without
sound and long-range purpose.
Don't let your imagination run
out of bounds.
Mrs. Joan Bowker, and
seven members of her
Robertson-Carter Elementary




December 5, at the Colonial
House.
Mrs. Harry Sparks gave a
Christmas devotion which
included a narrative depicting
love and understanding in the
spirit of Christmas. Dr. Matt
Sparkman, president,
presided and introduced Dr.
Ruby 'E. Smith, program
chairperson.
"The chorus is an enrich-
ment activity of those desiring
additional musical op-
portunities," explained Mrs.
Bowker as she introduced the
participants. They _were:__
Kelly Jo Cathy, Laura Cella,
Michelle Garland, Heather.
Doyle, Jill Johnson, Nancy
Smith and Mark West.
With Mrs. Bowker's piano
accompanying, the children
presented a few scenes from a
Christmas musical entitled
"The Small One," by Grace
Hawthorne and John Wilson.
This musical is based on the
beloved Mexican folk tale of a
tired old donkey, named Small
One, and his young friend,
David.
David loves his pet very
much. David's father,
however, becomes angry
Small One won't work,
YOU BORN TODAY are a and is forever getting into
highly talented individual,
conservative in thought and
manner but extremely
progressive in your methods
and in the steps you take toward
the attainment of your goals..
Many fields are open to you in
your choice of careers, but you
could rake an outstanding
success in the business or
financial worlds. You are a born
leader; 'attract people to- you
and have many friends of) both
sexes. If . you. cin not choose
commerce as a career, you
could — properly educated, of
course — excel in medicine, the
law, music, writing or science.
Birthdate of: Horace, Raman
poet; Christina, 17th Cent.
Queen of Sweden; Jan Sibelius,
famed Finnish composer;
Hervey Allen, author.
College Farm Road, Murray, Ky.
Featuring Elvis' Concert Back-Up Group.
J. D. Sumner and The Stamps
a
Tickets At Door (If Available)
ADVANCE TICKETS:
Adults - '500, Students 'V, Children (6-12) '2"
Tickets ROSES - Murray
Available West Ky. Expo. Center - Murray
At 7 Mayfield Music Center -
NVCBI, Benton Radio Station
Gatlig Musit C,entetr Paducah
trouble. David is sent to the
tanner's shop to get a piece of
silver in exchange for his
donkey's hide.
Several plans to save his pet
resulted in failure. Finally, a
kind otti man bought Small
One to carry hli-Sick wife on a
long trip.
The part of David was
superbly played by Mark
West. The songs of the well-
trained chorus included
"That's the Way IT IS With
Friends"; "I'll Whistle";
"Would You Like to Buy a—
Donkey"; and "Miracles."
The last song told how Small
One became a part of the
miracle of Christmas.
Following the children's
program, Mrs. Bowker sang
the ,following songs and ac-
companied herself on the
authharp: "Still, Still, Still,"
German Folk song: "Away in
a Manger," Traditional carol;
"I Wonder as I Wander," by
John Jacob Niles; and "0
Holy Night," Adams. The
audience joined in singing
"Silent Night" and "Joy to the
World."
The Calloway County




guests were present for the
December meeting. Dr. Harr'
Sparks announced that con-
tributions were being ac-
cepted for the Max Hurt
Scholarship Fund at Murray
State University.
The next meeting will be













































EVERY YARD IN THE STORE
ALL FURNITURE AND STORE FIXTURES FOR SALE!
PATTERNS• ZIPPERS •





NETT TO RADIO SHACK
MURRAY, KY.
•Rrirreirther our notar... 44.11 war,: *gel r prices. 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM• '4
DISCOUNT FABRICS • OiKikiNT FABRICS











_ Association for Childhood
Education will meet in Ord-
ay Hall, Murray State, at
seven p.m. for a book review
byBelen Hodges and a
Christmas party.
Arts and Crafts Club will not
-meet this month.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at seven
p.m. during the mid-week
services with Max Sledd,
foreign missionary, as
speaker for all the church.
Thursday, December 8
New Concord and Hamlin
Senior Citizens will have a
; luncheon and gift exchange at
Holiday Inn at 11:30 a.m. Call




j meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the church. -
Tribute to Elvis will be at
Exposition Center, Murray
State, at 7:30 p.m., featuring
J. D. Sumner and The Stamps.
"Harvey," will be the
drama presented by the
) Murray State University
Theatre 'ateight p.m. at the
MSU Theatre. Admission is
;42.50.
Thursday, December 8
Bea Walker Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Paul Man-
atioisi at seven _
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at seven p.m.
Haat Una*. -*native of
will speak at Murray
Sub-District UMYF meeting
at Coldwater United
Methodist Church at seven
p.m.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet with
Julie English at seven p.m..
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Progressive
for a potluck supper with
Muriel Baar; Dexter at
Dexter Center at 5:30,-p-m, for.. 
familydinner; Town and-
Country at 6:30 p.m. for a
..potluck dinner with Mrs.
Harry Conley, 302 Oakdale;
South Murray, Racers, and.
New Frontier, but places not
announced. _
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Mary
Gregory at seven p.m.
Grove 126 of WOW will meet
at Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with sack
lunch at noon and table games
at one p.m.
-Brass-Choi!. °Murray State
University will appear in
concert at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex of Ffne
Arts Center, MSU. Free and
open to the public.
Friday, December 9
North Murray Homemakers
Club will have a potluck
luncheon and exchange of
gifts at the home of Mrs.




Church will have a church
_wide dinner and Christmas
party at DeVanti's at -6:30
, --
High School Lock-in at First
Baptist Church Fellowship
Hall will be at ten p.m.
Friday, December 9
Golden Age Club will meet
at twelve noon at the social
hall of First United Methodist
Churcji with guests being All
Male Chorus of Murray State
with Paul Shahan as director.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. _will have a potluck
dinner inhonor of all widows
of Masons at the new lodge
hall at six p.m.
Christmas open house will
be held at the Jaycee Center,
Mayfield Highway 121, from
7:30 to 11:30p.m. for members
of the Oaks Country Club and
their guests.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the church.
Bake sale by Kentucky
Women of Stop ERA will be at




trees will be by Evelyn Cox
following the noon meal at the
Senior Citizens Nutrition_ _ _ _ _
Center.
The drama, "Harvey," will
be presented by Murray State
University Theatre at eight
Annual Delta Sigma Phi
arts and crafts festival will be
held at Beshear Gym, Student
Center, MSU. For information
call 753-9135.
Exhibits of drawings and
paintings. by Martha Stalion,




Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, MSU, and con-
tinue through December 21.
Home & Hearth Health Foods
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Mr. and Mrs. Don G.
Chrisman of Murray Route
, Eight, Box 5.55, are the parents
?es of a baby girl, Kacy Ann,
1. weighing eight pounds one
ounce, measuring twenty
inches, born on Friday,
December 2, at 1:04 a. m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn.
They have one son, Ben-
IN jamin Daniel, age one. The
father is employed- with
Gammel-Travis -.and
Associates, Benton, engineers
and surveyors. The mother is
on leave from the Murray City
Schools as a kindergarten
teacher at Carter Elementary
School.
Grandparents are Mrs. Dan
(Hilda) Hart of Murray Route
Five and Mr. and Mrs. H. E:
Chrisinzin of Murray.
- Mit. AND MRS. BOB HUBBS of 503 Chestnut Street,
Murray, celebrated their 64th wedding anniversary on
Thurs1ay04ovember 24, Thanksgiving, with a dinner attheir
home.
The couple was married November 24, 1913, in Calloway
County. Mr. Hubbs, age 82, is a retired employee of the Ryan
Milk Company. Mrs. Hubbs, age 82, is the former Helen
Hargrove.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubbs have one son, William Hubbs of Murray,
and four daughters — Anna Mae Nance, LaDean Spann, and
Mary Bob Thomas, all of Murray, and Jimmie Dean Nor-
sworthy of Mayfield. They have fourteen grandchildren and
fourteen great grandchildren.
The couple resides alone at their home and do their cooking
and housework. Mr. Hubbs is a regular visitor to the Calloway
County Court House to play cards and swap knives. Mrs.
Hubbs enjoys watching television, especially her soap operas;
but her fang eyesighrimpairg her work somewhat.
Luneheolf-Te-
Be At Oaks
The Oaks Country Club
women will hold their annual
Christmas lunchebn on
Wednesday, December 14, at
twelve noon at the club, ac-
cording to Mrs. Bert Coleman,
--chairman of the hostesses,
Mrs. Coleman said each
member may invite one non
member guest, and reser-
vations for each person should
be made by Monday by calling
her at 753-81:064. A special
social hour will be started at
11:30 a. m. on Wednesday
prior to the luncheon. •
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames Will D. Thornton,
Kenneth Adams, Jerry
Caldwell, Max Parks, Clyde
Roberts, Vernie Shroat,
Wayne Darnell, Bobby Fain,
Sam Francis, Bernice
Wilfred, W. J. Pitman, B. C.
Allbritten, Karl Hussung,
Danny Roberts, Paul Dailey,
Earl Douglas, Cleatus Fair,
Bobby Grogan, Paul Calhoun,




The tattle Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church
Women -met Monday,
December 5, at seven p. m. in
the home .of Mrs. Codie
Caldwell with Mrs. Allen
McCoy presiding in the ab-.
sence of the chairman, Mrs.
George Colson.
Mrs. Purdom Outland,'
secretary, gave her report.
Committee reports were given
by Mrs. James Ward and Mrs.
Henry -Warren.
Miss Frances Brown was in
charge of the program on
"Family to Family." She was
assisted by Mrs. Outland,
Mrs. McCoy, and Mrs.
Warren. Scripture reading
was by Mrs. Ward. Special
emPliaals was placed on the
Lottie Moon Christmas of-
fering 'for foreign •missions.
The meeting was closed
with the reading of the prayer
calendar by Mrs. Warren.
Mrs. Caldwell and Miss




Mrs. Floyd Dell Elkins of




Billy Whybark of Hardin
Route One has been a patient




Members of the Merit's
Twenty-Year Club, and their
invited guests, will hold a
covered dish supper on
Saturday, December 10, at six
p. m. at the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers'
Union Hall, 212 East Water
Street, Mayfield.
The club is looking forward
to .he retired members and
their guests being present, a
spokesman said.
Meat, bread, and drinks will
be furnished by the club,
according to Dorothy Bazzell,
secretary.
Miller-Stinnett Vows
To Be Read Saturday
Miss Sheree Miller,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Miller of Hazel, and
Second Lt. Rick Stinnett, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stin-
nett of Hardinsburg, have
completed plans for their
wedding.
The double ring ceremony
will be solemnized at six p. m.
on Saturday, December 10, at
the Oak Grove Baptist
Church. Hazel, with the Rev.
Kerney Bailey officiating.
Nuptial music will be
presented by Mrs. Oneida
White, soloist, and Mrs. Gwyn
Key, pianist.
Miss Miller has chosen her
sister, Miss Debbie Miller, as
her maid of honor. Her
bridesmaid will be Miss
Regina Cook.
Best Man for Second LI
Stinnett will be hisroctrtn7r,
Darryl Stinnett. G an
will be Sennis Stinnett,
brother of ,the groom-elect.
Ushers will be David Thorn ..
and Teri* Lassiter.
Miss Theresa Dover will
serve at the guest register.
Only out of town invitations
have been sent and all friends
and relatives are invited to
attend the wedding.
SPRITZ COOKIES
Spritz cookies will not
spread if they're pressed out
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Judy & Shere's Beauty Salon
Ted Billington Consulting Engineers













Hurry! Hurry! Only 18 Shopping Days Left!
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Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
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$100 given away each week
This Week's Eva Mayfield
Winner: 219 S. 15th, Murray
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Morning.
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family doctor who made house
calls on Sunday afternoons and
knew the neighborhood dogs
and cats by name? He's making
a comeback.
After years of turning out
surgeons, internists, eye
doctors, skin doctors, baby
doctors and other specialists,
medical schools are training
general practitioners again.
Only now they're called family
physicians. They too are
considered specialists. They
take a three-year residency in
family practice. And they're
required to pass a test every six
years to make sure they're
keeping up with modern
techniques.
The American Academy of
Family Physicians reports that
11,000 family doctors.have been
certified under the new
program. More than 5000
family doctors are in training.
Four out of 10. new medical
students are choosing to major
in family medicine, compared
with only two out of 10 during
the 1950's and 1960's.
To be sure, we'll never return
to the 1930's, when 75 percent of
the doctor's in this country
were general practitioners. Nor
will we ever have one family
doctor for every 1000
Americans, as we did in 1932.
But the new emphasis on
family practice may be the best
thing that's happened to
American medicine since the
National Health Service Corps
was formed and the govern-




What most of us really want,
though, is a -family doctor who
knows our problems, puts up
with our idiosyncrasies and
offers us help when we need it
and a kipd word when we don't.
Ford May Hold Key
To Gas Price Impasse
By TOM RAUM
Associated Preis Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wendell H.
Ford says he's in a compromising
mood. And when Ford talks about
compromises, people in the Carter
administration and on Capitol Hill
listen.
That's because the first-term senator
from Kentucky may well hold the key to
breaking the congressional impasse
over natural gas pricing.
Among Senate energy conferees
deadlocked nine-to-nine on the issue,
Ford is one of only two Democrats
supporting the Senate-passed bill to lift
price controls from newly produced
natural gas.
The other nine Democrats, including
the chairman of the Senate Energy
Committee, Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 13-
Wash., are ready to join the majority of
House conferees that back President
Carter's plan for continued price
regulation.
But conferees have been bogged
down because of the tie vote on the '
Senate side.
Jackson summed up the situation
tersely: "We need one more vote."
The seven Republican Senate con-
ferees have given no signs they want to
back off from their strong pro-
deregulation position. And the other
Democrat in the deregulaton camp,
Sen. Bennett Johnston, from oil-and
gas-rich Louisiana, is one of the
Senate's most forceful advocates of
lifting price controls from natural gas.
----Has-there been- pressure-orr Pord--to- -
change his vote?
"Now f don't know what you call
pressure," the 53-year-old lawmaker
said in his measured Owensboro, Ky.
drawl. "The president had me up to the
White House. I did not yield to that
pressure. But there -have been some
comments between then and now, is
there anything you would accept to
switch your vote?
"Well, I come from the state-MT
produced Henry Clay, the great
compromiser. I guess all of us Ken-
tuckians have that in our blood."
Ford, who won election to the Senate
in 1974 after four years as Kentucky's
governor, said he's not just ready to
compromise. He wants to compromise.
Administration allies have warned
that if deregulation forces don't yield
ground, then there may be no natural
gas section of the national energy bill —
and prices will remain at their current
level of $1.46 per 1,000 cubic feet, in-
stead of going to the $1.75 which Carter
has proposed.
"I don't think we can afford to let the
bill go down the drain. Some on the .
conference committee would prefer no
bill. I'm not one of them," Ford said.
But Ford's being cagey about exactly
what it will take to make him change
his mind. Generally, he says he would
like to see "some kind of phased
deregulaton," although he stresses it
could be oiler a far longer period of time
than the two to five years called for in
the Senate-passed bill.
So far, Carter forces have been
reluctant' to support any kind of
deregulation, no matter how long it
Bible Thought
"He .that r• not with me is against
me,"— Matthew 12:30.
takes to lift the controls. And Ford
himself acknowledges that such a
compromise might pick:up his vote but
could lose others amonithe nine Senate
Democrats who now support Carter's
position.
Why has Ford sided with Republicans
and oil-and gas-state Democrats who
favor lifting price controls from natural
gas? - -
For one thing, Kentucky is a gas-
producing state, although A relatively
minor one. It is also at the other end of a
major interstate gas pipeline.
And, Ford said, think that if we're
going to find new sources of energy, the
incentives have to be there in order to
get the industry to put up the capital to
find them.
'I've been around long enough to
understand what's best for my people.
Anything beyond that, I won't be for.' 
Is Ford more likely than the other
eight pro-deregulation senators to back
a compromise that falls short of lifting
price controls — in the event that the
alternative is no bill?
"Well, I don't want to confirm the
idea that some others have that I'm
ready to cave in, but as I say I'm still
from Kentucky, the home of the 'great
compromiser:"
Business Mirror
- NEM riEM: A RECENT STUDS) REFUTE-S TRE MYTH LT THE AMEZCAN MALE ANJD




A vocational school has been ap-
proved for Murray and Calloway
• County . by the Kentucky Board of
Education. Thee will also provide a
training ground for future vocational
education teachers.
Deaths reported include Emery
Darnell, age 85, and Mrs. Doyle
Brandon, ago4S.
Capt. Donald T. Duke, sun of Mr. and
Mrs. L. 0. Duke, is now on duty at Nha
Trang Air Base, Vietnam.
Pvt. Delbert D. Honchul, son of
Colonel and Mrs. Delbert Honctrul, was
promoted to Army Private pay grade
E-2 upon completion of basic training at
Fort Knox. '
Jonathan Terhune, Morris Parrish,
Kristie Kemper, Vicki Ellis, Betty
Gibson, Billy Wilson, John Rose, Ben
Hogancamp, Kitty Ray, and Linda
Dibble are local students named to
"Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges"
at Murray State University.
20 Years Ago
The Murray city- government
changed hands last night with a new
mayor, Holmes Ellis, taking over and
almost a complete new council. George
Hart retired after twenty years of
service as mayor. Council members
are Ben Grogan, Phillip Mitchell, Joe
Dick, Guy Spann, Gaylon Thurman,
Jr., Burgess Parker, Darrell
-Shoemaker, Guy Billington, Stub
Wilson, Buel Stalls, Alfred Young, and
Richard Tuck.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Elmo
Burton, age 79.
Army Pvt. LnèW. Duncan recently
completed eight weeks of advanced
combat training with the First Infantry
Division at Fort Riley, Kansas.
L. K. Pinkley received a special
salesman's award by the Sales
Executives Council of the Chamber of
Commerce at Nashville, Tn.
Bob Perry spoke-on --"TVA In • Part-
nership For Progress" at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club.
30 Years Ago," 
More than two thousand visitors saw
how gas ranges are manufactured
when the Murray Manufacturing
Company held open house, and family
day on December 5. Guided tours cl-the
plant were held throughout the day.
Deaths reported include. Mrs. Edna
Kerby Jennings, age 72, and Willie
Trevathan.
Murray scooped the nation by one
day with the first showing of the new
Hudson motor car here on December 6.
Dublin and Denton motor firm received
permission to show the car one day
before the national showing today.
The Rev. Kenneth L. Potee, secretary
of the Disciples of Christ Mission in
Central Provinces, India, will speak at
the Foreign Mission services Sunday at
the First Christian Church, Murray,
according to the Rev. Robert E. Jar-
man, church pastor.
Ronnie Pat Carson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Carson, was honored at a
party on his first birthday on December
4-
Ii 1.111n11 tinniff
1978 May Be Year
*ngs Get Moving
NEW YORK (AP) — Wait till next
year.
That suggestion is implicit in year-
end statements being dispatched from
manufacturers, bankers and even from
the Carter White House.
But with forecasters fairly well
--agreed that the economy in 1978 will
expand less than in 1977, the locution
probably has no greater signific-Ince in
economics than it does in sports.
Both apologetic and promising in
tone, it suggests that 1977 was a year in
which the economy at best was merely
establishing a firm footing, but that
1978 is the year in which things get
moving again.
That is when the signals flash green
and the road ahead is cleared of un-
certainties. That is when tax policy and
energy policy and economics policy,
become clearer. Or so they say.
Even the president suggested that.
We will have the business community
with a much clearer concept of what
our economic goals are," he told the
New York Times.
While the business tortununity might
not be as certain as the president that
his policies will 'bee-eine clearer, they
are basing many of their plans' on the
hope that they will.
Stock prices, capital spending plans,
consumer attitudes and other aspects of
the economy are in limbo, it is
suggested, awaiting clarification.
Why is the stock market dallying?
"The basic fundamentals indicated a
significant rise in stock prices, yet
investors await clarification of
government policies before making
major commitments to equities," says
the, !rice president of a large Chicago
bank..
Why is capital spending viewed as
unexceptional?
-Financial conditions are favorable
and capacity utilization
explains the Conference Board. "But
pervasive uncertainty — over tax and
energy policy, economic growth and
other issues — has dampened in-
vestment."
The promise implicit in such
statements is that when these -un-_
certainties are removed the engineers
of industry and finance will blow their
whistles and wave the train forward.
Perhaps. It depends on at least two
other factors:
—Clearing up problems that afflict
certain industries rather than the
economy in general.
Steel, for example, has its own
special problems with imports and
pollution control and furnaces that
might have to be closed rather than
brought up to modern standards.
—Whether the clarifications are
interpreted to be good news or bad.
Albert Cox, head of Merrill Lynch
Economics, observes that clarification
in itself probably will not make a bit of
difference. It is the nature of the
clarification, hesays.
In truth, many economists feel there
is more apology than promise in the cry
of "wait till next year." Seldom have
they acfneved such a neat consensus —
that expansion in 1978 will be less than
in 1977.
And looking back over the year, they
concede there were instances in which
expansion was stalled by uncertainty.
but they observe also that 1977 was








WASHINGTON ( AP1 — There may
be places more depressing than an
airport terminal long after midnight:
vast, empty, echoing,  !,place to depart
or to gneve, but not to be.
Behind unattended ticket counters,
the displaced traveler can read a
gazeteer of cities that 'can't be reached
at this hoer.
Maybe later.
That roster of American places must
stir a special pang for the man who is
running for president, trying to reach
every one of those cities and a thousand
More.
For him, this ghostly airport is even
more depressing, for while he waits
here for a tardy campaign aide --
assigned to drive him to still another
motel, the candidate can only ponder. _
all the places he cannot reach, all the
people he cannot hope to persuade.
Of this there can be no more 'Com-
pelling evidence than the fact that one
night, long ago; Sen. Hubert H. Hum-
phrey was just such a political traveler,
stranded in the quiet cavern of Miami
International Airport. That was in 1972,
in his last real quest for the White
House, and he was campaigning for a
Florida presidential primary he would
Today
lose to George C. Wallace.
His charter flight arrived early, his
driver arrived late, and there was -
nothing to do but pace the hard, echoing
,floor.
"Damn," he snapped at the emp-
tiness, and talked of the rigors of
running, questioned whether it was
worth the effort, whether a man really
had to endure nights like that In Order to
lead.
Humphrey endured them, along with
taunts and slights that might have
soured a lesser man. He has spent a
generation and more demonstrating
that a politician does not have to be
president in order to lead.
In these days of his last illness, under
treatment for inoperable cancer, there
. is __praise, eulogy, celebration of a
career that spanned decades of change.
It has stretched from the New Deal to
Jimmy Carter, has seen him strive, and
lose, in three major quests for the
prelideney, a hope, that still glimmered
even after Carter had taken command
of the Democratic Party in 1976.
And Humphrey has had at least as
much to do with the major changes of
his times as have the men who bested
him in presidential contest.
The building that houses the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare has been named for him. About
$5 million of a $20 million quota has
been raised to endow the Hubert H.
In Hi umstory - the University of Minnesota.H mphrey Institute of Public Affairs at
About 2,500 people, Carter among
them, were at a $1,000-a-plate dinner
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 7, the 341st
day of 1977. There are 24 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, the Pacific War
began with Japan's attacks against
Pearl Harbor, the Philippines,
Singapore, Guam, Wake Island,
Thailand and Malaya.
-- OtMsdateC
In- .1542, Mary Queen of Scots was
berm
In 1787, Delaware became the first
state to ratify the U.S. Constitution.
In 1803, James Madison was elected
president.
In 1836, President Martin Van Bure.p.
was elected.
In 1944, the United States announced
that all six of the Japanese aircraft
carriers _which struck Pearl Harbor
three years earlier had been sunk.
In 1971, an unmanned Soviet space
captiile was sending back radlo_iignils
and television images from Mars.
Ten years ago: Anti-war protestors
were roaming New York streets after
giving up a demonstration attempt at
the United Nations.




On Sunday, December 4, 1977, the
members of the Murray Art Guild held
their annual open house to display the
paintings of the members. Many guests
attended.
We feel our large success was due to
the efforts of all, and especially to the
coverage given -by the Murray Ledger
& Times. Their cooperation is and
always has been most sincerely ap-
preciated and we wish to thank them




Pubitity Chairman itre members
of the Murray Art Guild
HEARTLINE is a ser-;Ace for sealer
for that cause last Friday night. Now -
there is to be a nationwide campaign
for mailed contributions to the institute.
-But in these bittersweist observances,
there is something awry. It begins to
sound as though they celebrate some-,,
philosopher-politician more at home in
the coister than in the arena.
That's4ot Huhert Humphrey.
For all the travail, he relished the
fight.
It is an easy gesture for President
Carter to say now that the desk in the
Oval Office should once have belonged
to Humphrey.
-I've called him on the phone when I
was in trouble," Carter said. 'I've
gotten his quiet and private ana sound
advice."
But back in the arena, in the cam-
paign spring of 1976, when Humphrey
loomed as a threat to Carter's march to
the Democratic presidential
nomination, there was no such sen-
timent. Carter said then that Hum-
phrey, at 64, was too old to be president
— and besides, he was a loser.
That was politics, and Humphrey
understands politics.
His he described as the politics of joy,
even when that line had a ring of irony
amid the tear gas and truncheons of
Chicago at the 1968 Democratic
National Convention.
Later that year he crossed paths with
Richard M. Nixon in New York City, at
a formal dinner that lasted until near
midnight. Nixon went off to his hotel.
Humphrey flew to Detroit to campaign
the night away at a discotheque.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer'
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
z *eceive a prompt .reply, but you must
include a stamped, nen-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Q. I am getting ready to retire and go
on Social Security. I have quite a large
sum of money in the bank and would
like to invest this, yet_I do not know
much about where to invest. Can you
give me any tips on what to do?—J.K.
A. Any time you are investing your
own money in anything, the first thing
to do is investigate the company
completely and seek advice from either
your lawyer or an investment coun-
selor.
The U. S. Securities and Exchange
Commission recently issued a list of 10
—,h,
Murray Ledger & Times
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The Murray lodger & Times is published
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Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 41071
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Retail Display Adventism - 753-1119
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"—News and Spb11.413rP1 . .. . • :lams_
warning signals that investors should
bewared!:
--Promises of spectacular- returns or
profits far exceeding those normally
expected.
—Sales approaches from strangers.
—Rumors you hear from friends,
neighbors and acquaintances about
unusual investment opportunities.
—Telephone calls from strangers,
particularly in other cities, trying to
persuade you to invest.
—The use of post office box numbers
in connection with communications.
_=-The failure tr. recein_ full in-
formation about the people involved,
the terms of the offering, the financial
condition of the enterprise and its prior
business record. • -
—The promise of a solution to all your
financial problems.
—Pressure to make quick investment
decisions.
—Claims of new or exotic product or
enterprise.
—Claims that you have been selected
to get in on the ground floor.
Q. I am 54 years old and have never
been married. I am still working but I
do not know how much longer that I will
continue to do so. I would be interested
in finding a pen pal if I could find
someone in my age group. I am not •
interested in marriage. Do you think
you could help me?—S.K.
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over age 50.
"Heartline's American 60 Club" has
been in existence for over three years
and has thousands of members
throughout the country. This is not a
dating or a matchmaking club. For
complete information and an
enrollment card, write '•Heartline's
American 60 Club," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please ,
enclost a-long, self-addressed, stamped.
• envelope with your request.
-••••.•
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. Lee Roy PatterS011. WIK) reo__
unsuccessfully for president of
the United Mine Workers
_union. says that much of the
blame for the current coal
strike rests with UMW
President Arnold Miller.
Miller's demands for right-
to-strike provisions have
helped to block a contract
agreement with coal
operators, said Patterson, a
former UMW District 23 in-
ternational executive board
member who lost to Miller in
last June's UMW presidential
election.
Patterson said Tuesday that
Miller "just doesn't have the
experience and the knowledge
to negotiate a contract."
He predicted that the strike
will last about three months.
FRANKFORT,_Ky. (AP) -
Three persons have been
appointed to redraw boun-
daries of Franklin County
magisterial districts to bring
them in line with the one man,
one vote doctrine.
County _Judge Jack Goins
has named James Glenn,
Donald Herricks-and A.L.
Barbour,- all of Frankfort, to
reapportion the county by
Christmas, theiegal deadline.
Blackwalls,
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The state Labor Department
has filed suit in Franklin
Circuit -C-otirt-40 -obtain back-
pay for one deputy jailer and
two former deputies in
Franklin County.
The action was filed against
county jailer Calvin Stewart
on behalf of James Stewart, a
current deputy, and Rick
Burke and John Webb, former
deputy jailers.
The suit contends the three
worked more than 40 hours a
week during periods from 1974
to 1976, but did not receive
overtime pay as required by
law.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection collected $66,200
last month from 23 coal
companies found in violation
of either state strip_ mining
regulations or water pollution
statutes.
The largeststrip mining fine
of 610,000 was paid by. Cannes
Coal Co. of Middlesboro for
mining on an unexpired
permit and workinfr*f the
permitted area on another
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Jeff Copeland's Steal Saves Marshals
Marshals Edge Past
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The four-corner offense is
actually a defensive weapon
and sometimes it can be an
offensive weapon. However,
the weapon blew up on
Calloway County High School
Tuesday evening as the host
Lakers dropped a 61-57
overtime game to Marshall
County.
Calloway had a 55-53 lead in
regulation play with 1:31 left
on the clock when coach
Clayton Hargrove called a
timeout. His club came back
on the floor and went into the
four-corner.
Once, the four-corner
almost worked as an offensive
weapon: forward Gene
Lockhart was floating on a
wing and broke inside and
took a quick pass from guard
Randy McCallon. Lockhart
had a five-foot shot but a man
was on him and he elected not
to shoot. •
Then with 33 seconds left,
the game turned as 6-21/2
senior Jeff Copeland of the
Marshals came up with a
•steal off the four-coi-ner of-
fense, drove the length of the
:pourt and hit a, layup to tie the
'game at 55 apiece.
missed a chance
to take the lead with 18
seconds left when Glen Olive
fired and missed from 15 feet
out on the right come': and the
Marshals rebounded and 'kith'. .
five seconds, Copeland took a
15-footer _that n4issed the
mark, setting the stage for the
overtime., • •
"We may have been a little
too:careful in ,the last quar-
ter?' Hargrove said.
"But Lockhart did what I
told him to do. I told the kids
,during our timeout that the
only way they were to shoot
the ball would be if they had a
wide--open shot," Hargrove
said.
"I think we really,won the
game in the fourth quarter,"
Marshall County coach Rick
Leeper said.
"Randy McCallon was just
killing us. I coactieo that kid in
a camp when •re. was a fresh-
man and I wouldn't have
believed back then he'd be as
tough as he is now.
"He was penetrating inside
and hitting the open_people
and he was also scoring.*So
decided to switch our defense
a little and I put Jeff Copeland
on Jimmy Lamb and Chris
Or; on McCallon.
"We also used our men-to-
man press in the fourth
quarter and that speeded up
the game then we gained the
control of the tempo and
started running with it,"
Leeper said.
Until that time, the second
half tempo had been set by the
Lakers, who had led by as
much as 10 points as they
looked.,Alry, impressive and
physical inside.
The only thing that hurt the
Lakers was they just couldn't
get their outside shooting 
attackattack established. Marshall
County controlled the tempo
so well that in the final period,
the outscored the Lakers 124
to come from behind and tie
things.
Each team traded buckets
during the first 50 seconds of
the three-minute overtime
then with 2e63 left, Chris Orr'
rff the-19ihrthals hit m a 10--
footer for a 59-57. Marshall.
County lead.
The Lakers came back down
the floor and Lockhart mis,secl
an eight footer. Darryl
Bushrod, a 6-5 senior who
played a brilliant game under
the boards, snared the
rebound and missed from five
feet. Bushrod attempted a tip
but the ball fell short and
landed ,onsler the goal.
Bushrod mbved under and in
some heavy traffic, almost
TAKE A GUESS-What do you think happened on this one?
Did Randy McCallon score or didn't he? He did, firing in two
points over Chris Orr of the Marshals. However, McCallon was
called for a charge a'S his motion carried him head-on with Orr
came up with the ball again
but Marshall County got the
rebound before they knocked
it out.
The Marshals took the ball
down the court and from the
1:38 mark until 44 seconds
were left when they called
time, they spread the offense
and stalled.
Then with just 18 seconds
left, working out of the spread-
type offense, Copeland fired a
bullet-like_ pass inside to Gary
Thompson who scored the
basket and it was all over.
"Copeland didn't have • a
superb rught shooting but he
made up for it with his
rebounding and his passing,"
Leeper said. He had some
beautiful assists in the game.
"And this is the first time
that Jeff Brandon 16-3 center)
has stayed in the game this
season.
"I really felt we were for-
tunate to win it. Any time you
come down here and play
Calloway, you're lucky to get
out with a win. Last year, they
beat us down here in overtime.
"Calloway was supposed to
be a rather weak team this--
year then they got Bushrod.
Boy, he's some kind of a
jumper. And Lamb has turned
into one fine_player. They. are
a regional contender and at
least one of the top five or six
clubs in the region," Leeper
said.
• 'For the- filai'Shats;--Brandon_
Stow-A-Way Mini -
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For..-,,home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour pnivate
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
Now perlims Penceltailettse, behind Carl Hower% Used Cars
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
' 
. 
U-K- EP TE Y
51x10' nfonth $16°°
$ 3c*5'xI6  month 
$25°°8xI0'  • month 






of Dr. and Mrs. Gene E.
Hendon of Dayton, Ohio, and
the grand-daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. 13.-  11.-- Crisp of 1001
Fairlane and Carrie Hendon of
1603 Magnolia, was recently
named as the MVP in girls'
tennis at Park Hills High
School for the second con-
secutive year. *
Liz, number one singles'
player the past two years,
compiled a 17-6 record and
was selected to the Miami
Central Conference First
Team. The MCC is composed
of ten Class 3-A high schools in
Dayton.
Hendon advanced to the
second round of the state
sectional tournament by
beating the number two girl
from Cincinnati in straight
sets.
Hendon lost in the second
round .to the tournament
runnerup. Three of her six
losses this year were to an
opponent 36-0 in MCC play
over the last three years.
finished with 19 points while
Copeland added 14 and Orr 13.
Bushrod cleared the boards
for 18 rebounds and added 10
points while McCallon hit 14
points and Lamb 12 points.
Lamb also had 13 rebounds as
the Lakers had a 54-36 lead in
that department. Ricky
Garland, coming off the
bench, added nine points and
sparked the Lakers in the
third period as they broke a 31-
31 halftime score and pulled
out to a 10-point lead before
settling for a 51-43 lead going
into the fourth frame.
"I thought both teat-ha--
played a good game,"
Hargrove said.
"We really didn't take many
bad shots, we just missed'
some shots we usually hit.
ROUGH INSIDE - Big Darryl Bushrod pulls down a rebound as four takers are inside with position Bushrod has the 
ball just
behind the head of Glen Olive (33) while Ricky Garland reaches in from behind and Gene Lockhart (53) watches from 
the front
Marshals in the picture include Jeff Brandon (30) and Jeff Copeland (33)
(Staff Photos by Mike Broaden)
About the only shots which
during the per 
ba
iod when we
were struggling •midway Marquette Rips Gophersmight have been d came
through the last quarter.
11 think the big thing was
the McCalron picked up his
third foul at the start of the
fourth quarter and I was
afraid they would draw him
into some charging fouls so I-
told him no to try and
penetrate. But again, it. was a
case of he doing what I told
him to do.,
"If you get beat and don't
play badly, there's no reason,
to be upset," Hargrove added.
An unusual thing about the
gaineas there Was- rote of • -
just 21 foul; called, 14 on the
Lakers and only seven on
Marshall County. It was a
very rough and physical game
and quite interesting from a
spectator standpoint.
"I think it was a 'well-called
game. I like to see officials let
Jaslh teams play and get a
little physical," Hargrove.
added.
Marshall County is now 2-1
and the Lakers tall to
Callow will need to be
physical once more as they
take on Mayfield on the road
Friday in a battle with what
the Lit-Ratings consider the





























fg ft pf tp
-- 4-0-1 8
7 0 3 14
5 0 4 10
6 0 3 12
1 • 2 2 4
4 1 1 9
27 3 14 57
14 17 12 12 6-61









KNEE HIGH Jimmy lamb (41) of the Lakers goes knee
high into Jeff Brandon of the Marshals. Lamb scored two poi,
Os on the play but was called for a charging foul.
s Whitehead Scores 18
-
By The Associated Press
Jerome Whitehead has at-
tained a certain in-
dispensability.
"FOR-US to WM the heavy
teams, we've got to go to
him," said Marquette Coach
Hank Raymond of his 6-foot-10
center after the Warriors beat
Minnesota 61-44 in a game
dominated by Whitehead.
Whitehead, who finished
with 18 points, high in the
game, established himself as
the force around the basket
early 61 the game and scored
11 of Marquette's first 17
points.
In addition to grabbing nine
rebounds, more than twice
those captured by any Min-
nseota player, Whitehead held
841 Kevin McHale- to three
points and three rebounds.
"I thought we'd get a more
difficult game," said
Raymond. "Their free
throwing took them right out
of the game. And they never
had the ball with a chance to
OVC Cage Picks




Urbana College at EASTERN
61 KENTUCKY by 22
Butler at WESTERN KEN-
TUCKY by 7




By The Associated Press
EAST
Bentley 79, Harvard 77
Boston St 96, Tufts 93
Duquesne 81, Canisius 67
Massachusetts 73, Boston U
61
Niagara 77, Hofstra 66
Providence 79, Assumption
70
St. Bonaventure 61, Cornell
51
St. John's 73, Army 60
Villanova 61, Rutgers 54
SOUTH
S Carolina St 108, Col
Charleston 97 - -
Tennessee 92, E Montana 76
W Virginia St 77, Concord 68
-MIDWEST
Benedictine 66, Wm. Jewell
50
Cincinnati 81, Miami, Ohio
60
Marquette 61, Minnesota 44
N Dakota St 86, Bemidji St
55
W Michigan 71 Ferris St 59
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 81, Roosevelt U
41
Texas A&I 102 Trinity, Tex
75








tie the genie. Even -when they
were close, we always had the
Fourth-ranked Marquette
went 3-0 while the Gophers,.
ranked 16th in the pre-season,
dropped to 1-3.
In other major college bas-
ketball games, seventh-
ratnkg -Cincinnati 'defeated
Miami of Ohio 61-60, 16th-
ranked St. Johns toppled-
Army 73-60, Providence beat
Assumption 79-70, Illinois
rolled over Missouri 96-85,
Baylor beat Oklahoma 75-69
and Tennessee overwhelmed
East Montana 92-76.
Center Bob Miller hit a free
throw with one second
remaining, then blocked a
desperation lob as Cincinnati
extended .its home-court
success streak to 64 games —
the longest in the nation.
Hot shooting by forward
Steve Jones powered Cin-
cinnati out of a 12-4 deficit.
'Jones had 16 points and Miller
added 13.
Archie Aldridge'had 20 for
Miami, including 16 in the first
_hag.
Seniot captain George John-
son had 20 points and grabbed
11 rebounds to lead St. Johns'
. attack against Army.
Senior forward itevelin
Winfree added 14 points and
freshman center Wayne
McKoy had 13 points and
seven rebounds for St. Johns,
5-0, while Army, 3-1, had 29
points and 14 rebounds from
Gary Winton. - ,
Guard Dave Frye's three-
point play gave Providence, 4-
0, the lead for the first time
with only 5:55 remaining.
Assumption, 1-2, tied it twice
-but successive baskets by
Bruce Campbell and Bob
Misevicius assured the Friars
victory.
Reno Gray's 18 points and
nine assists helped Illinois, 4-
1;.to-its fourth straight victory
in a nonconference game
against Missouri, 3-1. Larry
Drew led Missouri with 22
points, while Clay Johnson
had 15. The Illini led 45-38 at
the half, but Missouri pulled to
within two before Illinois put
on its 10-pogit burst.
Junior guard Vennie
Johnson started in only his
second game and scored 31
points as Baylor dashed
Oklahoma's 14-game home•
winning streak. Al Beal led the
Sooners with 18 points. ,
Wendell Mayes added 14 for,.
the Bears, 3-1.
Junior guard Terry Crosby
scored 25 points as Tennessee
jumped to an early lead over
Eastern Montana. Tennessee,
3-1,, WAS ahead 47-36 at the
hail. The Yellowjackets, 2-2,
pulled to within eight in the
final period. Russell Steele






























*Slide Variable Controls For 2
Speakers
.Slide Tuning .2Microphones
*Headphone Jack .Walnut Finish




100% Polyester Knit In Black
White
.2 Pant Styles, long Skirt, Jacket, Turn
And Blousson Tops. Plus Cowl Neck Top














Short or cap sleeves,
stripes & Jacquards
New pastel colors
$6°') S M I
' Luxuriiiis GNt For Men•
Sport ShirtsWag gum
•Washable Velour Or Corduroy Look Knits
.Many Styles. Colors










High Chair Play Yard
.Strong Steel Frame 36"ir.36- Size











• ',-,-•- red & Wedge
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P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
s An INTERCO co.
Olympic Plaza Open 9:30-to' 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday
is •
































SAVE 519' ON SET OF 4
CHROME
SCRAMBLER
SPARK OFF BENCH — Ricky Garland (45) was a spark off the
bench for the takers in the loss Tuesday. Garland, who is going
up for two points here, scored nine in his reserve role and




(Staff Photos by Mike Brand*







99Hi-glare triple plated chrome  SPOfFOUR
slotted 'dish style custom
wheeis.-14!!zii" 41Z1 i -.5!hole.. - - - .




SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF IMEEEDM MAO WHEELS.




All steel 8-spoke white wheels.
5- and 6-hole; choice of 15" a





Alf Virtnnifften Wu", awd Caps
ALLEY CAT
WITH RAISED WHITE LETTERS
AS LOW
As 510.13 use pewI.to F.T. sodtad tin sit Cot
Sporty, bold raised white. letters; belted construction






'8 .170-14 43.97 ' 2.61
670-14 45.97 2.78
4 070-15 46.97 2.84
G60-14 49.97 3.07a-
t. H60-14 • ,54,97 3 39
I 060-15 52.97 - 3.08
s 1460--45^- - - - -56197
•
160-15 59.97 1.70
An Pnciss plus F E T. God old .0e of4 row CO!
••••
`•-•-•V -rst-t•
Prices Good Thru §aturday At Over 050 Stores Threeatrout The South & Southwest.
Bel-Air Center •
94 Mon:-Thtirs. 1-5:30 Sun.
9-9 Fri. & Sat. 7534391 '
Once-Mighty Celtics Fall To
7-15 After Losing To Knicks
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The frustration was written
all over the face of Boston
Celtics, Coach Tommy
Heip.sohn.
"We had alt - kinds of
chances to win, but we didn'-
t." said Heinsohn. whose club
bowed to the New York Knicks
122-119 in overtime Tuesday
night. The defeat dropped the
once-mighty Celtics to 7-15 -
second worst in the National
Basketball Association.
The heroes for the Knicks
were Bob McAdoo, who scored
a season-high 40 points and led
all rebounders with 13; Butch
Beard, who took over for in-
jured playmaker Jim
Clemons (bruised hip in the
first half) and had 20 points
and seven steals, both season
highs, and Earl Monroe, who
saved seven of his 21 points for
the overtime.
"itw.L.a gond gams. t9 wir
bey,. they're all good," said
Knicks Coach Willis Reed.
Lakers 100, Bucka..1411
Lou Hudson's three-foot
jump snot with three seconds
remaining gave the Lakers
their ccepoint victory.
In their first meeting since
Lakers center Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar broke his hand punch-
ing Milwaukee's Kent Benson,
Abdul-Jabbar had 26 points
and 13 rebounds to 14 points
and six rebounds for the'
Milwaukee rookie. Before the
Warm your hearth,





woodburning circulator to help
you conserve energy...




























tended his hand and
Jabbar -completely igMjed
him, but after the game, in a
tunnel leading to, their
dreminglatIMS Abdul labkor
came over to -Benson and the
two shook hands.
BO! Jif.s.PY1104.!,.8 •
Norm Van Lier scored ell- hr—
points in the. final 5:06 of the
game to setli the Bulls' third
straight victory and snap Hie
Bullets' five-game winning
streak. It was a costly victory,
however, as the Bulls lost vet-
eran reserve center Tofu
Boerwinkle with torn
ligaments in his left knee.
Braves 113,, Jazz 90 _
Billy Knight and Randy
Smith led a fast-breaking Buf-
falo attack, scoring 32 and 24
points, respectively. Buffalo
played without recently ac-
quired forward Marvin
Barnes, who left the Braves to
clear up "personal and
financial matters," the club
said. The Braves announced
they have suspended Barnes.
Blazers 118, Cave 94
Portland set a club record
by posting its eighth straight
victory as Bob Gross scored 27
points and Bill Walton 22. The
Blazers, who built a 20-point
lead early in the third period,
are now 18-3, tops in the NBA.
Suns 103, Kings 92
Rookie Walt Davis scored 12
of his 29 points in the fourth
• quarter as Phoenix pulled
away from Kansas City. The
Suns outscored the Kings 18-7
to close out the game.
-Warriors 107, -.Rockets 105
Robert Parish's tip-in
with 41 seconds to play was the
winning margin for the
Warriors. It gave Golden State





Anaheim has a new World
Team Tennis franchise named
the Oranges, and now officials
of the organization will begin
trying to put a squad together.
Dennis Hall of Los Angeles
president_of the Anaheim
WTT entry, and said he will
"make every effort to sign
major tennis stars" to make
the Oranges competitive.
Hall said he will try to trade
for some established WIT
stars, and also will attempt to
sign top draft choices, in-
cluding Bob Hewitt, Lea
Antoncpolis, Ray Moore and
John Evert, Chris Evert's
brother.
The franchise was relocated
to Southern California from
Philadelphia and replaces the
Soviets, who played for one
season in WTI'.
Anaheim will compete in the
WTrs Eastern Division, join-
ing New York, Boston, Cleve-
land and Indiana.
aura Lynn Score
Racer Women Grab Win
Jean Smith knows what to
do when things aren't going
well on the basketball court:
let Laura Lynn have it.
Laura Lynn had it all right
and Eastern Kentucky got it.
Lynn fired in 24 points, her
high this season, as the host
Murray State Racer women
pulled off a 60-57 win over the
talented Colonels.
It was the first time in the
history of MSU the Racer
women have defeated the
always-powerful Colonels at
Murray.
"Laura had a fabulous
game," Coach smith said.
"She ended up doing a lot of
the ballhandling toward the
end of the game. They were
pressuring us at the point and
we just got the ball to Laura.
She was able to penetrate
inside and score or feed off to
other people. We just gave her
the ball and told her to go with
it,'Smlth added.
Lynn, a freshman guard
from Paducah Tilghrnan, hit
nine of her 17 shots from the
floor and added six of nine
from the free throw line. •
It was a nip and tuck contest
throughout the first half. Thec
Colonels managed to lead by
as much as six points but then -
freshman - guard Barbara
Herndon came off the bench
and knocked in two con-
secutive long shots to cut the
gap to tw_ain the final minute _
of the half. At intermission, it
was tibia 32.opiece.
It was back and forth
throughout the second half
until when .with about three
minutes left in the .game, Lym
hit a jump abot to tia the score.
Then, Eastern made a sub
stitution and, because the
number in the book was in-
correct, the Colonels were hit
with a technical foul.
Who else but Lynn went to
the free throw line to shoot?
Lynn hit the technical shot for
a one-point lead then the
Racers got the ball out of
bounds and Lynn scored
again.
Eastern never again came
closer than the final three-
point margin.
"Lynn was able _to score
against either the zone or the
man-to-man defense," Coach
Smith said.
"I also felt we had some
other good performances.
Cindy Barri:, Bev Parrish
and Herndon all played very
well and were in the right
places at the right times.
"They were the defensive
keys for us in the second half.
We had 14 steals in the game
and they were involved in
most of them.
"I was quite pleased with
the win and especially when
you consider the fact we
weren't really full strength.
-We had four games in six
nights list week and three of
those were on the road.
Several of our girls were sick
during the day and all of them
were either quite tired or
down with a cold," Smith
added. . .
The Racer women are now
3-4 on the season and will play
at Elizabethtown Thursday
before going to Lambuth frir-a
be the high point of the season.
The Colonels, who along with
Morehead are considered to
be in the running as the second
best college team in the state,
lost by just six points at
Kentucky earlier this season.
The Wildcat women are the
top team in the state and could
be a natinnal power before the
season is over.
Murray's woman












fg-fga ft-fta rb pf tp
2-7 0-0 0 3 4
1-3 0-0 4 3 '2
1-3 04 2 0 2
9-18 0-0 4 1 18
3-15 0-1 10 3 6
t-20 1.2 8 2 15
1-3 94 1 1 2
1-1 94 0 1 -2
2-3 2-2 10 5 6
27-73 3-5 49 19 57
ovesst STATl
fg-fga ft fta rh
Petrie 04- 0-0 1
Par nsh 2-3 0-0 4 2
Madduz 2-5 s2-3 4 4
Barri% 2-5" -10-11 6 1
Hughes 0-3 0-0 0 0








2-2 2-4 4 1 6
5-15 2-4 10 2 12
Herndon 2-5 0-0 0 4 4
-coal* saturda-y.. - - -rourts--, - 1310 
Eastern2S-57
The win over Eastern may Murray20-60
BASEBALL
BOSTON - A Suffolk
County judge dismissed a suit
by an Ohio syndicate seeking
to delay the sale of the Red
Sox to the club's generaj
manager and former trainer.
-411111c
UNEASY RIDER Glen Olive lands on the bock of lofi
Copeland while Dennis Foust looks on for the Marshals as 01,ve
drove to the bucket on the break However, during a wild
scramble for the ball, there hod been walking called at the
other end of the court and Olive's spill was in vain
(Ste, Kites by Mike Brer,r1r,
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With A-Ye—Silver! Also in-
cludes an action saddle, rifle,
scabbard, poncho, lariat and
book. Posable; 23620
Airanuvedi Area Ste,/ kip
clITE33
__EgAt‘kres slrop-down tailgate for loads
of fun. Detailed Cab:'-cfilifiriVe" 
§filtrand -





A complete 24n-1 com-
pact. Walsh all-parpese
OilkiliC weldor asylum can
ese. Wits as Oa electric wc
welder for fast high strength
metal welds it as. 4000' carbon arc flame torch.
lad. SO-anip, elecWic welder and cables, arc welder/
cable torch, helmet brazing rod, capper-dad
carbons. electrodes aid int:actin& 4711040
Ron SS4 95
20-Pc Service for 4
EXPRESSIONS DINNER SET
Pat style into your everyday dining. Choose from four ,ntricately
detailed floral patterns. Set includes four 1O," dinner plates
%or lunchisen plates, four IS or soup cereol bowls four
airs eiiii.tirer saucers. Guaranteed by Corning Open stock
weallobti. 311/2020.11/12/13/141
Includes locomotive, True Value
car, tender, flatcar, caboose, bridge,
tunnel, transformer and 10-pc. .027
track. 6-1792 -
(A) SCRABBLE
The traditional favorite where
the object is to spell out as
many words from board
arrangement. 2-4 players. 17
(B) LITE-BRITE
Create colorful pictures that
light up and glow. 8 colors.
25W bulb not included. Ages 4
to adult. 5455
FURNACE FILTERS
IN LOTS OF 6
Change monthly to improve
efficiency, save fuel (and
money!). Choice of 6 popular
sizes, all 1" l'thIck.
2r PC
CORELLE DINNER SET
Service for 4 reflects the look, Iceland ring of fine chino, but
re s hipping and sctenching Goe s from refrigerator to oven
to table Michael 4 settings of dinner plates,thessert pietis.
blows, stocking cups and seaters Gievnintespel by Corning. Opel,
stock avoilabo 3S/70-11411/44401/514 .23.81
LINCOLN LOGS
New! Tops and bottoms of logs
are now flattened for sturdier
support. 90 pieces. Storage can.
Ages 5-10. - 856
Full Selection of
mat Scanners
Great for temporary heat-
ing of garages and small




T145 410/1114k r ARC
—•&_11
With bigger, wide-rear tires.
New heavy-duty brake. Ad-
justable seat. Motor -sound.
38"x 2rx 201/2. Ages '3-7.5045
Gabriel
Easy—as -checkers, -with, the
pnclless possibilities of a game
Ike chess. For two players.




— 36" x 72" plastic sheet
with moulding and nails
STORM DOOR KIT
36" x134" plastic sbeet
with moulding and nails
INSULATION
—WRAP
Aluminum foam. Ideal for
pipe insulation—indoor, out-
door Meets UL *94. Helps
Stop dripping, sweating. 









Closed-cell vinyl foam constr.




This "stripper" takes it all off I h peels
potatoes, carrots, apples ... most fresh fruit
and vegetables. Special "Ever Tip" for re-
moving "potato eyes.- etc. Compact stor-
age rack. Spatter shield. 28/EP-1
Don't let a shortage of cash keep you from
taking advantage of these special prices. No
you can charge your purchases on Master
Charge, BankAmericard or new Visa credit card
at many True Value Hardware Stores.
Tuneyville CHOO CHOO
Colorful train locomotive play% its own records as
it rolls along by itself. Incl. 4 record discs.
Batteries not included. Ages 3-7. 1006
NERF ROCKETS
Kids %fill have a blast with these s
afe, soft
Nerf I rockets and. launcher.




What's a beach party with-
but Ken there to catch a









By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I wept for the 14-year-old girl who was so
tall she didn't care if she never saw her 15th birthday.
Her life can be blessed if she will realize that God made
her unique because He loves her. (She should read the
139th Psalm.)
I grew 10 inches in my 14th year. I was 5 feet 11 in high
school and was never asked for a date. I got busy and
became a swimming_ champion and had no time to feel
sorry for myself.
God was good to me. He kept telling the that He loved
me. I heard Kim and was born again.
That 14-year-old girl seems to be so full of wailing that
she can't hear Him. Please tell her for me that if she will
turn her life over to God and realize that He loves her and
Ie s a wonderful plan for her, she too can have a beautiful,citing and rewarding life. BONNIE W. GREEN
DEAR BONNIE: l'hanir you for an Inspiring testimony.
Yell who have "been there" offer a tremendous source of
strength and encouragement to those who are struggling
to get there.
DEAR ABBY: I think I can improve on your advice to
SOUTHPAW who asked what to do about'shaking hands.
(He had lost two fingers from his right, hand in a farming
accident.)
you recommended that he see a specialist who fits
prostheses. Abby, artificial fingers will be detected as
such the moment they are telt by the other party, and the
reaction could range all the way from shock to "ugh." In
any case, it's awkward and embarrassing for all concerned.
The man with the missing fingers doesn't need anything
from anybody. He should change his attitude about his
minor handicap.
He should not be apologetic. He should shake hands with
confidence. If HE is comfortable with the fact that he has a
few fingers missing, others will be too.
SHELLY
-DEAR SHELLY: Thank you for a logical view that I
must admit is better than mine. For yet another solution
that was suggested by many, read_ on:
DEAR. ABBY: As an occupational therapist, may I
comment on your answer to SOUTHPAW (the man with
the amputated right thumb and first finger, who wanted a
less embarrassing way to shake hands).
Your suggestion that he obtain an artificial hand Is not
-the most practical solution. The artificial hand would
probably-reduce the-functional use of the hand due to its
immobility. It would also not feel sufficiently "real" to
avoid detection. The end result would most likely be that
SOUTHPAW would not want to,wear it, and :few people
would want to shake it.
SOUTHPAW could use his left hand for shaking. Instead
of holding it out, thumb up, he should turn it around to a
thumb-down position to avoid awkwardness.
I've seen this techniaue used so efficiently by a person
with a non-functional right hand that I didn't realize until
much later that I had shaken his left hand with my right
hand.
K.C.
Getting married? No matter how little you have to spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, It can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose $I and a long stamped (24 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Wills, Calif.
90212.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Al') —
Prices slipped sharply on
Kentucky burley tobacco
markets Tuesday, dropping 61
cents below the average rate
offered Monday.
Burley producers in the
Commonwealth sold some 20.7
million pounds of the golden
leaf for an average of $119.71
per hundredweight, the first
time during this marke •
season that the average
been below .$120 per huiidr
pounds. Tuesday's sales
grossed $24.6 million. -
% An average of $113.71 on
41,760 pounds sold in Franklin
was the lowest among the 28
markets which reported sales,
according to the Tobacco
Market News Service.
Hopkinsville sold 490,900
pounds for an average of
$115.31, the second lowest of
the day.
Lebanon had the day's
hi: lest aver e, selling
• I unds an average
. idredweight.
For 'T season, Kentucky
burley fa- hive sold 225.3
mlUon pounds for $274.5




Delight them with 14 karat gold
filled or sterling silver writing
instruments by Cross. Dis-
tinctive And guaranteed to
give a lifetime of flawless
serviCe!

















Stylish Khaki pants ac-
cented with stripe braid
trim along waistband.. 50%






























,T-tutf boxer waist lri
t fitck and hounds-
tooth patterns. As-
Krted _ .cal_ors. _ rt
sizes 2 to 4.
REG. 2.99
Peek-toe, soft Nylon plush uppers and !nrier-
sole; satin trim. Completely machine washa-







Wipe clean uppers with stripe trim. Soft tricbt
41ning end- Guatiioned innersole*. cotvfgrjable



















nent staining. In 4
lovely patterns._
- NUT BOWL
WITH CRACKER & PICKS
Decorative and sturdy plastic nut





For eyes that stay fresh
and lovely—all day.








Super gifts for the Ritchen! Choose the Waring
12-speed mixer, Eastern's double hamburger
cooker, Waring blender, Proctor's 10-cup drip




Just 7".x10"; features Presto -Hard Surface fin-
ish, tempered glass cover, arld Presto Control





.Pro Style .1200 watts of drying power .4
heat settings •Unbreakable housing
•Professional balance .One Year Warran-
ty •UL Listed.
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Tourist Recommendations Call for Separate State Agency
Representatives of fourteen
different area organizations
and agencies interested in
tourism were host recently
at Ken-Bar Resort for a





speaker at the dinner
meeting, which was billed as
a working meeting to
Scqiiiiint the legislatorrWith
the tourism industry in
Western Kentucky.
McNutt, who is chairperson
for the Governor's Tourism-
Travel Task Force, spoke to
the group of approximately
70 people about the
recommendations which
were recently presented to
the Governor by that task
force. She said that sixteen
major recommendations had
been advanced by the group,
which is composed of
tourism leaders from across
the state.
Three recommendations
were chosen as top-priority
needs of the industry. They
calor cretiiiofa. naator
state agency to deal with
tourism promotion, research
and development; the in-
stitution of committees in the
state legislature to deal with
tourism; anti-the forniatton of
a tourism advisory; board -of
private tourism personnel
across the state.
An overview of the
economic importance of the
tourism industry to the state,
and particularly to western
Kentucky, was also included
.on the program. Richard_
Meier, president of the
Marshall County Chamber of
Commerce and represen-
Modern Classic, 'Harvey,'
Set ThisWeekend At MSU
The University Theatre,
under the direction of
associate professor James I.
Schempp, will present one of
the most classic -of modern
comedies, -Harvey", by Mary
Chase this Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday evenings at 8:00
p.m. in the University Theatre
(located in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Complex.) -Ad-
mission will be $2.50 per
person with tickets available
• at the door or in advance at
the box office, or by season
ticket.
- "Harvey' was a comedy hit
during the mid 40's and its
popularity and universal
appeal continues through- this
-decade-. • - -
The action of the play takes
place in a city in the far west
in the library, of the Dowd
family mansion and the
reception room of Chuniley's
Rest, an institution for the
mentally weak.
, Elwood P. Dowd, a middle
aged bachelor meets Harvey
(a six-foot rabbit) at his
favorite bar. In vain, Dowd
tries to introduce his new
friend to high society with
embarassingly predictable
results.
The cast includes some
students that will be familiar
to the community:
Rusty Jones, Mayfield,





- Elaine -Eversmeyer and
Roderick Reed, Murray;




Ind.; and Lee Thompson,
Hayti, Mo.
'The play is being performed
as part of the.. American
College Theatre Festival. A
festival sreviewer will review
the play and score it on
several criteria. If reviewed
favorably, the play may be




across the United States are
chosen from those selected for
regional competition by a
committee.
These plays will be per-
formed as part of the national
festival in the spring at John












bold and brash flannel plaids from Career ClubTh
tailored with two pockets and made of 100% cot-
ton permanent press
Open Iii 8.00 On Fridays
Open Sun. 1-5
Free Gift Wrapping '
Qraharn & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN
Downtown Murray 753-3234
•••••
tative of several other
tourism organizations, gave
statistics to the group
showing the income flowing
into state coffers because of
tourist spending in the lakes
region. "Would you be in-
terested in making an in-
vestment of ten dollars if I
told you that you would
receive one hundred
seventeen dollars in
return?" asked Meier. He
went on to point out that that
- UK Medical Expert Says:
is the current rate of return
that the state is receiving
from the tax dollars spent on
tourism promotion.
Dr. Frank Holland,






acted as moderator for the
question-and answer session.
Sponsors of the meeting were
chamber of commerce pf
Christian County, Grand






lands, Marshall Co. Tourist
and Convention Commission,
Paducah-McCracken Co.
Tourist & Convention Com-
mission; also Paducah Hotel-
Motel Association and West
Resktursat Asanclittiuu.
Low Funds Resulting In Inadequate Diabetes Treatment
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Diabetes ranks as the third
leading cause of death among
Kentuckians, after cancer and
heart disease, but a lack of
funds has resulted in
inadequate treatment, ac-




. "We're not so concerned
about detecting new
diabetics," said Dr. Steven
Leichter, assistant professor
of medicine at the University
Hospital. "We know of plenty
of diabetics and we can't take
care of them."
The state Human Resources
Department spends $50,000 a
year for detection, and little or
no money is available for
training support personnel or
for research, Leichter said in
a telephone interview
Tuesday.
Diabetes is the leading
cause of blindness among
Kentuckians. It contributes to
kidney failure; neurological
problems such as strokes,
amputations, and bacterial
infections. The biggest _killer
is heart attacks, which
diabetes contributes to,
Leichter said.
At least six different kinds
of diabetes have been iden-
tified. The disease is believed,
to be hereditary, although the
pattern is not clear, Leichter
said. And it's relatively easy
to diagnose.
Studies indicate that
diabetics can function fairly
normally for as long as 20
years, Leichter said, but may
eventually become blind or
have kidney failure if they
don't take care of themselves.
-It can be explosive or very
slow," he said.
fn every case, treatment
means the patient will do
better, he said.
The catch is that treatment
involves getting a patient to
take care of himself. Leichter
said educational resources
and health support personnel
are needed to assiit'idiabetics
in following their prescribed
regimen.
"You're talking about
changing a person's lifestyle,"
he said.
A diabetic must change his
eating habits, test his urine
four times a day, be especially
careful of his feet, for a cut
could lead to amputation,
Leichter said. Most diabetics
must inject thetnselves with a
prescribed amount of insulin,
a protein hormone which helps
body use sugar and other
carbohydrates.
Teenagers are the toughest
group to treat because if their
symptoms are subtle, they
may try to ignore the fact that
they have the disease.
Even adults are difficult to
treat. Leichter told of a
patient — a young nurse who
was clearly aware of the
consequences of diabetes and
who showed early signs of
blindness — 'but who had
nevertheless ignored her own
treatment.
"She was an intelligent
young woman with a medical
background," Leichter said.
"Imagine what it is with other
patients.. .especially if they
can't read.
"If you're poor and have
diabetes, you can kiss it
goodby," he added.
"The problem is that in the
entire state there's no
organized program...to teach
patients how to participate in
their own care," Leichter
He and Dr. James Anderson
at the Veterans Hospital and
Dr. Duncan Macintosh at the
University of Louisville
hospital are organizing a
program to encourage
private, state and federal
funding for diabetes education
and treatment.
Leichtei said he has met
with U.S. Health, Education
and Welfare officials and
requested a $57,000 one-year
planning grant for a training
program for health suppon
workers in commugities
around the state who would be
trained to assist diabetes
patients.
An essential part of the
overall plan is a stable base
for funding diabetes research,
he said, requiring support
from the state and from
private clones nho are likely
to send contributions to well
known treatment centers Otit
of the state.
Leichter said he hopes to
approach the 1980 legislature
with a request for funding for
a statewide program.
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Tri States Largest Jewelry OrganizationmicHasoNs
Bel Air Center
Michelson's, Union City, Tn.
M. Manas, Paducah, Ky.
















































































































Just saying it doesn't make it so. We tell It Mut
it is, explain to you exactly what you're buying
and what it's worth. Indeed, we guarantee U.
What's more, our credit plans enable you to buy
now,__with  no_n_tey Porn, and swenet_the payments
over one or more years. A fair shake, isn't it?
I. PoinnA,U. U. b Cain, IL, 1154•15/y, Tow,
Ow IlkbeiwW. bons
I he Sew /Amoy Sow* Otwonad %Wm
—„_
COME WItERE NE SELECTION IS!
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Egypt Orders Soviet:Consulates And Centers Closed
On ,Monday Egypt broke diplomatic
relations with five Arab countries
opposed to Sadat's peace moves and
expelled their diplomats.
CAIRO, Egypt ( AP) — Egypt or- President Anwar Sadat over the
dered Soviet consulates and cultural weekend that the Soviets can be
centers outside Cairo closed today and punished" for instigating radical Arab
took similar action against four East states to hold an anti-Sadat summit in
European nations on ggounds they Tripoli, Libya.
sabotaged Egypt's peace initiative "Atli - 
Israel. -The-prime minister-sakf the Soviet -
Prime Minister Mamdouh Salem told Union, Czechoslovakia, Poland and
the People's Assembly the decision was East Germany had, through their
made at a meeting of the cabinet, cultural centers and their consulates,
The move followed a warning from "contacted their agents. in Egypt to
6-•-..•-•; - - reemr. - ---11-0-s-•••mmm•
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foment opposition against Sadat'i
initiative."
Meanwhile, King Hussein of Jordan
flew unexpectedly to Damascus, Syria,
launching an attempt to heal the split
between Syrian President Hafez Assad
and Sadat. Diplomats in the Syrian
capital said Hussein was expected to fly
on to Cairo for talks with Sadat.
Officials in Amman said Hussein
would. also visit Saudi Arabia, the oil
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ome items not exacti as ioture
We have more hunting items than any other area store.. all at discount prices
Christmas Gift Ideas
For Your Sportsman
Now from Heddon a new rod with full fuji-guides,
pistol grip handle Available in light, medium, or
worm action
Retial $36.50
U.J Reg. S19.95 Special $ 1-CS
Limit Two
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,IEREADI tOREAIP
rich kingdom which was reported also
trying to mend the split in Arab ranks.
Salem said the cabinet decided to.
close the cultural centers.of the Soviet
Union—East. Germany, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia and the consulates of
the Soviet Union in Alexandria, Port
Said and Aswan. The consulates of
Czechoslovakia, East Germany and
Poland in Alexandria, Egypt's second





















The Soviet Union reacted angrily to
Egypt's break in relations Monday with
Syria,- Libya, Algeria, Iraq and South .
Yemen, saying Egypt may be trying to
c 0 Sr r eadz Lo n dtrtd F.
1No reaW LewisY' an Il - ThInsm an "Israeli-Egyptian alliance.'" —e semi-official newspaper Al
terview Tuesday he would carry peace Ahram said Egypt, despite the break in
negotiations with Israel "through to the diplomatic relations, was willing to
end" alone if Israel's other Arab foes maintain consider relations with the
refuse to take part in a Geneva peace five countries that attended the anti.

































Beige and brown ABS material. Has front panel that
drops allowing three giant trays to be pulled out in-
dividually like drawers, or all can open back in can-














Model 202 Fish Hawk - New high-strength battery
protection case. Features include solid-state elec-
trcnics-so good interference is eliminated without a
suppressor control knob, protective high-strength
battery case with dial head atop for easy viewing.
Waller "Brite-Lite" signal. electronics sealed from
rain and spray moisture, and double-cup transducer







38 self sharpening surgical steel blades Nine





The professional lightweight dryer. 1200 wat-
ts. three heats, extra wide nozzle provides
greater air flow, with folding table stand and




Regular end magnifying Sets on table.
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I Funerals I
Toy Jones Dies At
Home Today; Rites
At Brooks Chapel_
Toy Jones, retired car-
penter of Dexter Route One,
died this morning at 6:30 at his
home. He Was 73 years of age
and .his death followed an
• extended' illness '
The Calloway man was a
member of the Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church,
United Methodist Men,
Woodmen of the World, and
Carpenters Local Union No.
2049. Born March 9, 1904, he
was the son of the late Tom A.
and Sena Jones.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lola Burkeen
Jones, Dexter Route One;
three daughters, Mrs. Roy
(Jean) Ross and Mrs. Joe
Tom (Barbara McKendree,
Eilenton Route One, and Mrs.
Roebert (Ann) Siress, Hardin
Route One; ten grandchildren,
Mrs. Gwen Ross Mathis, Mrs.
Diane ROSS Redden, Jan Ross,
Terry Ross, Brad McKendree,
Mrs. Tonia McKendree
Taylor, Kenita Siress, _Karol
Siress, Mrs. Kim Siress Tapp,
and Mrs. Karon Siress Huie;
two great grandchildren, Amy
Redden and Christy Mathis,
The funeral will be held
Friday at one p.ni. at the
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church near Dexter
with the Rev. Keith Smith, the
Rev. Johnson Easley, and the
Rev. John Bradley officiating.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Linn




Calloway County Post 5638,
Veterans of Foreign Wars of
the US hosted the quarterly
meeting of the 1st District,
Department of Kentucky,
VFW Dec. 4 here in Murray.
where friends may calll after The meeting was held at the
six p.m. tonight Wednesday) Triangle Inn.,
until the funeral hour. , .Besides - the regular
business, the delegates acted
upon three items of interest to
veterans and the public.
The District voted to sup-
port the Kentucky State Bonus
Word has been received of Bill for Viet Nam veterans.
the death of K. R. Henderson, .The hill is ready to be )n-
age 80, of Gridley, Calif., who troduced in the General
died Sunday. He and his wife, Assembly which will convene
Bea, who survives, had visited
in. the Puryear, Tn., area
often..
He is survived by his wife;
two slaters, Mrs. E. T. (Buck)
Alexander of Puryear, Tn.,
and Mrs. Clarence Johnson of
Tulsa, Okla.; one brother, Bob
Henderson of Oakdale, Calif.
Funeral and burial services




Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.1,
down 0.1.
Below dam 328.1, up 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.6,
up o.3.
Below dam 330.7, up 1.9.
Sunset 4:40 p.m. Sunrise
6:56 a.m.
in January, 1978. A State VFW
spokesmaRpointed out that no
new taxes will be necessary
for payment.
The delegates unanimously
voted to oppose the Panama
Canal Treaty, which is before
the U.S.- • Senate for
ratification.




Individual District posts and
others pledged further sup-
port. The 1st District VFW
covers the Purchase counties.
...There are 10 posts with a
membership of 800 besides the
Ladies Auxilliary. Barlow
Post 5429; VFW will be the site
of the next quarterly meeting
in March.
TOP FAN—Harold Bynum (right) receives a plaqvue from Calloway Coun-
ty High School principal ferry Ainlev naming Bynum as the top Calloway
County athletic booster. The award Was sponsored bv the CCI)S. Athletic
Booster Club. Staff Photo bv Mike Brandon
Committee Reviews Regulations
On State's Renting Property
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Administrative Regu-
The first written, regulations lations Review Subcommittee
governing the state's renting of the Legislative Research
of property could be in effect Commission was to consider
by the end of today after their at its monthly meeting long-
review by a legislative sub- delayed regulations drafted
committee. after much controversy over
state leasing policies.
The proposed regulations
were hurriedly finished las't
week at the pre-legislative
conference at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park and
flown to Frankfort in time to




of bids on all space sought to
be rented by a state agency,
with only sealed written bids
to be accepted.
• A state _agency could only




A 19-year-old Murray man is
in stable condition today 4
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital with second and
possibly third degree burns
after a car battery apparently
blew up in his face Tuesday
afternoon.
A hospital spokesman said
Ricky Nance had burns to his
face and left hand. He lives at
South 13th in Murray.
According to family
members, Nance and some
friends were trying to start a
stalled car near the Murray-
Calloway County Fairgrounds
about 2:30 p.m. yesterday
when the battery blew up.
The friend, Stanley King,
sought help for him. A
passerby aided the two,
bringing them to the hospital,






This week, Jerry's features an All-
add your choice of potatoes, and
beef liver smothered in onions. We 
SlE
American tradition — grilled b,aby
tossed salad. Artc old-fashioned
delight at an old-fashioned price.
Good from 11 a.m. daily,





it Honest Food,.. at HonastP,riqes,
- 'South 12th -Street
proval from the commissioner
of the Bureau of Public
Properties, who would
determine if the needed space
is not available in a -state-
owned building, and from the
Office of Policy and
Management, which must
certify the agency has enough
money in its budget to rent the
space.
The regulations are the out-
come of a controversy last
year over the state's lease of a
warehouse in Lexington
without public notice or
bidding to some friends of the
Carroll administration.
A grand jury which in-
vestigated that leasing
arrangement, which was later
cancelled, - recommended last
December that the state .aciopt _
policies or regulations to 'con-
trol leasing. Gov. Julian
Carroll ordered the
regulations d afted.
The initial regulations were
released last June but several
areas of the initial proposal
were strongly criticized at a
public hearing Aug. 9.
James Bird; commissioner
of the Bureau of Properties,
said the eevised regulations
have incorporated several
suggestions made at that.
'hearing by state -Sen. Joe -
Graves, R-Lexington and
assistant state auditor Robert
Warren, with Carroll also
having a strong input into the
revision.
"I think there is no question
the regulations will eliminate
passible abuses that existed
prior to their adoption," Bird
said.
The three-member review
subcommittee can only delay
regulations and cannot stop
their implementation,
although the 1978 General
Assembly Would be asked to
review any regulations
adopted over their objection.
"My biggest concern
initially was that the
restrictive nature of the
,regulations themself woUld
make our job more difficult,"
Bird said. It eliminates
problems because it is there in
black and white and all we
have to do is refer anyone to
the regulations and Make sure
they adhere to them."
Hog Market _
Federal State Market News Service
December 7, 1977 .
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
. Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 1115 Est 700 Barrows &
Gilts 50-1.25 higher Sows 1 00-1 50 higher
US 1-2 200-130 lbs $44 25-4475 few 4550
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 04400-4425
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.  04300-4400
US 3-4260-280 lbs 812 00-4300
-Sows
US 1-2 Z70-350 lbs.  450-4400
US 1-3300-500-lbs.  833 00-34 00
US 1-3 500-650 Rm.. 534 00-35 00 few 35 50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs  83.2 00-3310
Boars 25 00-27 00
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stork of lilcalinterest at norin
FDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of ;igichigan, Corp . of





Union Carbide  . arc
W R Grace - 280 tine
Texaco 26". une
. General Mee 48's
aAF Corp 101-, .1.
C.eorgil Pacific 27'.
Pfizer unr
Jim Walters  29'. .-‘.
Kirsch
Disney , bk. one
Friarrkl in Mint   81. -‘.
Prices of stocks of local interest atnoon today furnished to the Ledger &


































Elimination Of Saturday Mail And
Smaller Offices Looms.More Likely
WASHINGTON (AP) — Elimination
of Saturday mail deliveries and closing
of small post offices appear more likely
because of continuing large postal
(iptif 
The Postal Service announced
Tuesday a deficit of $652 million in the
fiscal year that ended Sept. 30. Three -
months ago, the Postal Service
predicted that the deficit would be $400
The Postal Service also increased the
predicted deficit for the Current fiscal'
year from $554 million to $1.3 billion.
And a predicted surplus of $282 million
for fiscal 1979, which would have been
the first profit since the postal
reorganization of 1971, was changed to
an anticipated deficit of $784 million.
"Obviously, this kind of loss is
unaceeptable to management and
inconsistent with our legislative
mandate," .said Francis X. Bjglin, the
agency's top financial officer. "We
cannot allow such deficits to happen."
The Postal Service did not elaborate
on how they could be prevented, but
Biglin noted that possible service
reductions such as eliminating
Saturday deliveries, clOsing small post
offices and reducing mail sorting at
night when workers must-be paid a
premium are "under continuous
review."
Biglin said the main reason for the
changes from the report he gave to the
Postal Service's governing board in
September is unexpectedly high costs
for injury compensation.
The Postal Service has for yeailbeen
urging Congress and the Labor
Department to do something about the
sharply escalating costs of this
program. In the past, the mail agency
has estithated that Americans this year
will pay 1 cent for injury compensation
every time tney ours 14-cent stamp.
The payments to injured workers cost
the Postal Service $839 million in the
fiscal year that ended Sept. 30.
Fa rme rs•••, Continued From Page 1)
$1.20 a bushel higher than at harvest
time. Wheat is pitiful. Corn at harvest
time that sold for $1.45 to $1.55 a bushel,
now is bringing from-WM-to-WO,' he
said. Farmers without bins are forced
to sell at current market prices, Kemp
said.
"We're the only people who pay
everyone else a price for the product
they offer, yet we are not able to ask our
price," Kemp said. Kemp, 42, farms
about 650 acres in the Lynn Grove area
of ay County.
"A ot of people don't know. They
y and see a farmer with a new
mbine or tractor and say he's not
Eluting. They need to check the mor-
tgages on those machines," he said.
According to Kemp, the same site"
mbine five years ago cost $15,000 now
sts $37,000.
00 horse power tractor in 1973
0,000. Today that same tractor
will c you $19,800," Kemp said. Fuel
costs ye shot up, along with seed
costs, p said.
Crawford said the price for farm
machinery has jumped an average 12 to
13 percent over the last 12 years.
Crawford_ phrased the irony of the
dilemma: "Machinery is getting higher
and grain is getting cheaper,"
Kemp said, "Farm land averages
about $1,000 an acre now. Let's suppose
a farmer wants to buy a 50 acre farm.
He has to borrow the money. The in-
terest will cost him about $90 a year per
acre," Explaining further Kemp said
'VW sheets-tarns*. raisweenr owthe
farm, it will cost him about $100 an acre
to produce corn. If the farmer averages
100 bushels per acre (a good average),
under harvest prices this fall, he would
have made $150 an acre. blither words,
with the interest on his land, and
production costs, he would have
finished the year $40 in the red per acre.
- Current estimates have it that 800,000
farmers will participate in'one form or
another in the nationwide farmers
strike Dec. 14.
Besides demanding 100 percent
parity for domestic and foreign-used
and or consumed agricultural products,
movement 'sponsors ask for creation of
an entity or structure composed of
agricultural producers to devise and
approve policies that affect
agriculture; they also demand that
announcements about agricultural
, 4roduripg  cycles be made far enough in
advance that the producer will have
adequate time to make needed ad-
justments in his operation.
Measures planned_ for the Dec.. 14
strike are for farmers to not sell any
agriculture products, not produce, and
not buy agricultural equipment,




ave up to 650
rich coffeell
I.
If you enjoy the taste of rich, fresh-perked coffee but you're
bothered by caffein, try SANKIV Brand Freeze-Dried
Decaffeinated Coffee. It tastes like fresh-perked coffee
because it's-freeze-dried...
Just clip on the dotted line to sgve 65(D on an 8-oz. jar of SANKA* Brand
Freeze-Dried Decaffeinated Coffee OR cut on the solid line
to save 30C on the 4-oz. jar.
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I, the relarler Geoeral Foods Corporation will rennbuese you lo; the late value DS tins coolion filo 54 to, insittin it vov
receive 0 op Me sMe of the sAtme product and it win request Y011 submit eodence thereof sal eristactory to Genal...o ad
Foods Corporation CORMilo ma, safragned or Roolerred Custome, must per any sales tax Void Mier< prohibited
hoed or restricted by Myr Good only voi St Cash mitre 1,501 coupon inn .101 be honaed .1 presented through outside
agencies brokers or others who see gaol retail distributors of our Merchandise or specifically anthorired RI as IP Present
coupons tor redemption For redemption of proomly rKereed arid handled tarpon matl to Gears' Foods Corporation
Coupoo Redemplon Office CO 11011103 Ilanbabee, Illinois 60901 TM coupon pod orify en fob. o) product iodicafed
Any oilier use constitutes fraud
IMIT Ohlf- GOtilfiItu FIR PURCHASE
Oiter evpues March 31 1978
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MAIL VOLUNTEERS — Pictured-are Red Cross volunteers who deliver mail at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent Center. Honored Tuesday evening were: from left) Janet Denton, Marge Kipp, June
Lockhart, Juanita Spiceland and Clyzell Falwell.
LIBRARY VOLUNTEERS — Pictured are hospital library volunteers
who work in a newly organized hospital library service at Murray
Calloway County Hospital. From left are Karen Conoley, Leona Travis.
and Jerry Chrisman.
X-RAY — Mrs. Dela Taylor (left) completed her seven-
teenth year in X-Ray work is joined by Art Lynch who works
in the hospital X-Ray service almost every day. Both are
honored at a Red Cross function Tuesday evening.
Ii
1.4
CONVALESCENT VOLUNTEERS — Shown are volunteers who spend
about two hours a week working in the Murray Calloway County Hospital
convalescent ward. Pictured from iefti are Clyzell Falwell, 15 years,
Ester Sigmon, June Lockhart, Lillian Gray.
1 ".•
• ,
DESK VOLUNTEERS — Volunteers who sit at the desk at the city-county hospital giving out information to
visitors include (from left) Kathryn Glover, Lucille Thurman, Louise Swan, Irma ,LaFollette, Mable





Tuesday evening cited the volunteer efforts of
pergon.s working witiLthe locatAmerican_ited
Cross chapter.
Most volunteers honored Tuesday evening
work in various volunteer functions at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston served as master of
ceremonies for the presentations.
American Red Cross awarded a number of
pins signifying length of service to the local
chapter.
Photos By Jennie B. Gordon
DIET VOLUNTEERS — Pictured are volunteers who help in menu selection and meal delivery at the hospital
From left are Anne Wood Sarah Homer, Geneva Feltner and Lillian Steele.
w YEAR SERVICE — Ten year service piss from Am•erican Red Cram were awarded to (from left) Lillian
Graves, KathrynvGraves, June Lockart by Clyde Pennington distrIct manager, Kentucky division American Red
SERVICE CHAIRMEN — American Red Cross volunteer service
chairmen honored Tuesday evening include ( from left) Kathryn Glover,
chairman of hospital volunteers, Oyna Darnall, service to military, Joyce
Betsworth, summer swim project director, Mary Jane Howard, first aid,
Robert O. Miller, disaster chairman, and Dr. Ruth Cole, nursing services.




• 10 straight nose bar • 2 cu. in. engine (weighs
less than 7'/: lbs.) • Automatic oiling • 1000/0
bearing construction • Extra quiet muffler • All See Our Complete Line of
position cutting • Guard link cutting chain. 45-6491 Power Chain Saws!
306 Automatic super 25 DA MICTOICCV
• 16 sprocket nose bar • 3.6 cu. In.
engine • Automatic and manual
oiling • Quiet-Tone spark arresting
muffler • Push-button throttle latch
• 100% bearing construction.
• 14" sprocket nose bar • 2.3 Cu. in.
engine 40. Automatic and manual
oiling • All position carburetor •
Extra large starter pulley • 100%
bearing construction. 4c.f.41
• 12 sprocket nose bar • 2 cu. In.
engine (weighs less than 7' , lbs.) •
Automatic oiling • 100% bearing
construction • Extra quiet muffler •
All position carburetor • Guard
link cutting chain.
219" 169 999'
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Lunch Meat Ls. 99'
ROOM
Meat Wieners "a 694
AIONTIMI
Smoked Sausage u. 99'
WILLIAMS
Pork Sausage La.$1 39
Ulla CROP •
Sliced Bacon  .rec. 99'1201 
W.S. GOV'T. GRADED aeon





V.S.G OV7. GOADED CMG  
Boiling Beef Ls. 594
11111‘111SAIT .  OP
Pork Neck Bones u. 49
S LIS. CNOICE ROUND STEAKS
S LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS BONUS
5115. FRESH GROUND BEEF BUNDLE
5 LIS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 LIS. lUtOGER WIENERS
S IRS. PORK SAUSAGE 30 lbs-
(Circle B or Hunter's) d hr• • •
MOWN SPECIAL, FROM TIE KROGER GARDEN



























Pnc•s efftetive thru Dec 13th











WE HAVE WHATAVE ADVERTISE If AT ALL POSSIBLE. If due to
conditions beyond our control we run out of on advertised
sPectol, we substitute o comporoble brand at a
savings or give you a lien Ghock for the advertised special
at the speeke pyk• anytime within 30 days. WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE SELL If you are ever dissatisfied with a Kroger
Purchase. we will reploce your it. or refund your money
4,74/























 5 iss 69'
 14 69'
HANIASICY 17e UZI
Tangerines 18 nu $1
ROMA MACY
Tangelos 1 0 pga , $1
PUMAS MACY 1•07/0 an
Pink Grapefruit 3 pa $1
;CelIJled Walnuts
INS
Juice Oranges 5 s 994
L Rare! Exotic!weetlicart cnciaier
4111. TO OPOW
Nem .11.• Mown. I. ems, 11josoriEllit. .4 bum Mb lama 111•••••
6•••••11•••••-•h•p•• Mown
N row al II • 1.13 Al pm. lei • we. 0.1k, • •••• ••••
l• pal 111 ••• poi awl weak •••• Work • INISinu
em• us. • ...NW •104•1 lit• Om • orNIN
s.wi vire up 1.4  .21411r. Eke yese„.
IL
FRENCH
BREAD4., Clos 16 oz. loo1:.511




































































Kreger By The Piece






With this coupon and 510.00 purchase exciuding items prohibited by 11=11
low odd in addition to cost of ebupon merchandise. SubIect to MIN EMI
applicable tapes limit one. Expires Dec. 13th.
U.S.D.A. Grads 'A 4...

















with this coupon rind $10.00 purchase excluding items prohibited _it
low and in oddition to the cost of the coupon merchandise Subiect
to applicable taxes limit one. Expires Dec. 13th.
$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPONS
ipg. 806 aim SAUEY
Ice Cream sat $1 79






Grapefruit Juice "Ni 624
CAIULSCOONIT VW Nil MP MI
Steak L Potato Soup "c'aii 69'
runrsio.p  4 Is $1
TilemnTesex Diapers vi$ 1 29TOMB
















Kroger Rolls 3 noz:$11 09
COMM SIN









Fog Food  Va$469
NU
Fabric Softener U$1"
Eiced Pineapple 2'1Z $1
41111111.11M11




65, King Oscar Sardines 
11111 01.
IOW OS SUCIO UM GIANT














MONEY SAVERS FOR HOME & FAMILY































couro• ‘4,014(cOSS COMO cativo 1,!licost -corns couvo:.5,1:1Lcc.,P.._CY.1,1-.1.!_(99!!)." IC4,11[c0st COMO COUPON1r.a1e•SieiTili10-140111
moi• sfi:ir mai 2 Post weNE. *IDOr,
PILLSBURY Et. COCOA Or FRUITY DISHWASHER = :"." WORTH 254 OFF 
Ass."  bytt.e1"1” ASPIII. -
DETERGENT - any 2 16 or lover pus of
- WORTH $3.00 OFFE
iterordthe purchase of mi.- PILLSBURY TYLENOL - toward the purchase of a .CAKE MIXES - - TABLETS -




21-EPEPPEIPS or RELISH: =
- with this coupon. Limit ans.
with thes Limit am ww





••• witti this couponiat one. 
with this coupon hilt One 161% this moon. Unit ono. am goo Gm Orbwith this coax. Limit one. am with his coupon. Limit one Expires Dec 13111.






















































the push toy categbry, the toy
features three musical
characters that whistle, each
a seperate tune.
Alphabet Board—A colorful 
tifiignefic fitter set for play
based on preschoolers' proven
interest in letters and word
recognition.
requested update of a popular
toy subject, the, kit has seven
realistic medical instruments,
ioctuirliir a stetffesc-ope
doctors say is as realistic as
any model available to the
public. It can actually detect a_
MUPPETS—Kermit the Frog, Fozzie Bear and Rowlf are
three stars of tv's "The Muppet Show" which have their
counterparts in newly introduced Fisher-Price toys this
season.
-
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, Fisher Price Announces 23 New Products For Christmas
EAST AURORA. N.Y.—
Fisher-Price Toys is in-
troducint to the market this
Christmas 23 new products,
eastcomplernenting distinct
age-group categories—infant,
preschool, and early grade
school.
Designed for maximum
safety and durability, as well
as play value, the new
'products in their specific
categories are:
CRIB& PLAYPEN
(birth to 18 months)
Teethers and Rattles—A
colorful assortment for babies
that feature whimsical
animals in bright colors and
made of non-toxic plastic with
no parts to come off di babies'
hands. ,134lift of a line con-
sidered the top infant brand in
the world. Last year, over nine
million Crib & Playpen toys
were sold, or three for every
baby born in the U.S.
Xylo Drum—A musical-
activity toy, that features a
drum and a three-note
xylophone. The drumstick
doubles as a teether.
PRESCHOOL
-tte1Vt6lirs years
Oscar the Grouch—A pull











Hemlock, Snuff-A-Luf a gus,
and The Count.
Pocket Radio (three )—The
world's largest user of
musical movements, Fisher-
Price is introducing three new
pocket radios in a popular
series: "Small World,"





The Delta Gamma chapter
of Phi Beta Lambda at
Murray State University has
issued an invitation to all
community organizations to
participate in their service
project, a parliamentary
procedure workshop to be held
Burnett Pushes
Bill Exempting Bins







legislation that will remove
the State Sales Tax from




• during harvest season, the The Phi Beta Lambda
need for more farm storage chapter is a group of business
for grain crops is needed for of business-interested
the protection of Kentucky's students with fifty members
farm economy. He pointed ouL who urge the public to take an
that with the state sales tax interest in parliamentary
removed from grain storage procedure in order to run
bins, farmers would be en- business meetings with
couraged to spend more




Adams, Bowling Green, were
responsible for legislation that
was passed during the 1976
General Assembly that
exempted the Sales Tax from
all farm machinery parts.
Saturday, December 10, from
9:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
The workshop will consist of
three sessions with the first to
begin at 9:30 in the
auditorium of the Student
Center led by Dr. "Corky"
Harrison of the Speech
Department.
At 10:30 the assembly will
bg divided into small groups
and will participate in group
workshops to be held in the
Business Building. These
workshops will be conducted
by Dr. Harrison and members,
of Phi Beta Lambda.
At 11:30 the participants
Will return to the aticlitoritnn'T
of the Student Center for the
concluding session for
demonstrations to be given by




If any organization would
like to participate, please feel
free to send your represen-
tatives to the auditorium of
the Student Center at 9:30
a.m. on Saturday, December
10. If you would like any ad-
ditional information, call Dr.
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M %ref ROM ANY SUDS OR COLOR NEGATIVE
.44V11,1- LIMIT 3 EN LA RCIPEA Ti PER COUPON
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Medical Kit—A much-' heartbeat.
Movie Viewer Theater—
Two toys in one, the theater
permits a child to view movies
-a snial/ screeT pl•lijetT
onto a wall. It uses classic fihn
cartridges from Walt Disney,
Sesame Street, and Warmer
Bros.
Lift & Load Depot—Moving
and lifting cargo is the theme
for this large platform toy or
playset. Included are three
vehicles,ffigures, cargo pieces
and pallets. The tenth in a
series of Play Family toys
from Fisher-Price, which
manufactures over half the
playsets sold annually in the
United States.
Sesame Street Clubhouse—
Another new Play Family toy,
this one built around one of
children's most popular
subjects. It consists of a multi-
featured playground with
numerous accessories.
Roller Grader—New in the
Fisher-Price truck line, the
toy is designed for indoor-
play. _Made of high-quality,
rust-proof plastic.
Muppet Toys ( three )—Stars
of TV's "The Muppet Show"
have their toy counterparts in
child-size Kermit the Frog,
Fozzie Bear, and Rowlf. All
three are machine washable
and dryer safe. The trio is the
result of an exclusive licen-
sing agreement between Jim




that is tangle resAant _Pew, in
a line of "Adventure People"
toys that were introduced last
year, the first time Fisher-
Price had marketed toys for
EARLY GRADE SCHOOL
(four to nine years)
Daredevil Skydiver—A
parachute that really works,
TV Acdon Team—A new toy
subject that recognizes
children's interest in
broadcasting, and TV wan
repo .rthig. The toy has its own
mini-cm; a.lens that works;.




toy includes canoe, figures,
jeep, and tent.
Cycle Racing Team—Bike;
sjik-sar apci two rifler% 
• Whitewater Kayak-7-A
water tay . for . the early grade
school child, which includes
kayak, pilot, and race course
buoys.
Fisher-Price operates a
children above the preschapj .An eight piece, indoor-outdow _manufacturing
level. playset for older children, the Murray.
.11111/11M.Sir 12111111.11.1.111' 
_
TV ACTION TEAM—A new toy subject that recognized children's
television has been introduced by Fisher-Price Toys this year.
LA-Z- BOY
Every La-Z-Boy Reclina-
Rocker® in our inventory has
been drastically reduced. Choose
from a giant selection and get
immediate or Christmas Delivery.
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WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Food  and Drug
ilmost
certainly will appeal a judge's
order striking -down- 'federal
restrictions on Laetrile.
"The FDA contends that
Laetrile should be illegal to in-
terstale commerce ( and) and
we would fully expect-to-lyre=
vail on appeal. ... Our case is
sound," an FDA spokesman
said Monday night.
Earlier Monday, a U.S. dis-
trict judge in Oklahoma City
issued a permanent injunction
forbidding the agency from
enforcing its ban on interstate
movement of the con-
troversial substance, used by
cancer patients.
Judge Luther Bohanon said
the ban was arbitrary and
capricious and places a
"needless hardship and ex-
pense" on cancer patients.
FDA spokesman Jack
Walden said the agency had
not fully reviewed Bohanon's present form and for its 
Laetrile is a trademark for a
decision. "But if whatme lave _present purpose 
prior to 1962, substance derived from the
--heard -we itimest whi-&-wodahave exempCed-it-cliertilest airintlalin, TöiIZIU
assuredly will r mmend an
appeal."
"This would seem io be a
ruling against the federal law
which requires that a drug be
safe and effective before it can arrowheads stolen here last the Department of Energy at
brmarketed In this Ctun-rty,----iv-e-erreinirdi 'a mystery, as Oak Ridge:ThiiiTbiIT9iWa
brick wall" at both places.
No one has ever heard of B-
12 uranium, Beasey said.
Charles Hardin, manager of
the radiation control branch,
said Stice has "not been too
cooperative" in the in-
vestigation. And state trooper -
Steve Russell, who is in-
vestigating the burglary, said
Stice wOn't talk about it.
Walden said.
But Dr. John A. Richardson,
an author and lecturer in
favor of Laetrile usage, hailed
Bohanon's ruling as "a really
great victory for the
grassroots struggle, the in-
tegrity of the court system and
our republic."
Bohanon said Laetrile has
been in use in this country long
enough to be exempt from the
FDA's so-called "new drug"
regulations.
- But the FDA maintains that
the substance is not exempt.
"We contend that Laetrile was























naturally in the pits ofunder the law." he said.
- • - • - -
'Radioactive' Stolen Arrowheads A Mystery
PARK CITY, Ky. (AP) — contacted the federal Nuclear
The mystery of the Regulatory Commission and
does the radioactive material
with which they reportedly
were dusted, state officials
say.
- Billie Stice, who reported
the theft, told a Barren County
deputy sheriff he had dusted
his arrowhead collection with
something he called B-12
uranium.
But Doug Beasey, a senior
health physicist with the
radiation control branch of the Beasey • declined - to
Kentucky Bureau for Health elaborate on the investigation
Services, said Monday that until he has more information.
the substance "is not anything Hardin said he was still trying
we're familiar with." to determine if anything is





























apricots and peaches and in
bitter almonds.
7096Ciitefalith LliettneA
an effective cancer trealinoW
The FDA and most of the
medical establishment in this
country contend there is no
such proof.
The FDA has been waging
an. _extensive campaign
against Laetrile, and only last
week issued a bulletin to the
nation's physicians urging
further study to determine if
cancer patients could die from
cyanide poisoning caused liTY
the substance.
Bohanon noted that there
are many educated
doctors and scientists among
Laetrile's supporters.
-To deem such advocacy
'quackery' distorts the serious
issues posed by Laetrile's
prominence and requires dis-
regarding considerable ex-
pertise mustered on the drug's




AMATEUR CANDLE DIPPERS—Sandra Hutchins, 8, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. BM Hut-
chins, Murray, pulls her finished candle from the vat of wax as Amy Spencer, 8,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kaj Spencer, Murray, waits her turn. The two children are
members of a group of third graders from Robertson Elementary School in Murray
who attended a recent workshop at Empire Farm. The workshops, sponsored by TVA's
Land Between The Lakes in western Kentucky and Tennessee, run through December
15 and .ge open to the public. Groups should make reservations by calling (502) 924-







































































































WHY TRADE ATSAV-RITE PHARMACY?
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to fill your pres-
cription exactly as requested by your
physician. To not refill your prescription
more times than your physician Wants. And
t4 in#orm you of any-Ieogible-siffoots
which you may experience from the medication.
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to maintain a patient
profile record of all medication taken by
all members of your family, and to keep a
record of the amount spent by your family
for/Yrntriptions - -
BECAUSE WE CARE EN9UGH to have ourcipharmacy
open nights and Sunday to serve your needs.
WE AT SAV-RITE DO CARE. We consider our
prescription department of utmost importance
iu our business and will continually strive
to give to our valued customers the most
efficient and ethically professional
service possible.
FREE SERVICES OF SAV-RITE DISCOUNT PHARMACY
(Home of everyday low prices and a Special)
(107. Discount to Senior Citizens 60 & over)
FREE: Family Prescription Records
FREE: Tax Records
FREE: Itemized Insurance Receipts and
Statements
Location of Misplaced Refill
Prescriptions
Public Assistance Prescriptions
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COMPARE AND SAVE AT'SAV-RITE 'DISCOUNT PHARMACY
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SANTA and the PIGWIDGEN
By LUCRECE BEALE
TIteedlektiees 3 ins he
will go with Claus to find the P,'-
fir Act:r% the i It e1 who ate





cascaded through dark and fear-
ful channels far beneath the
earch. Claut*-lay flat on his
stomach and clutched the sides
of the matchstick raft.
The gushing waters surged 4
around- him and he thought every
moment would surely be his last.
But Patock_Tweedleknees, with
only his firefly flashlight to see by,
calmly poked the raft through the ,
roiling flood with a long-handled
broom
At last the waters calmed and
Claus dared to open his eyes. He
saw a blue-lighted cavern ahead.
The river flowed gently into the
cave and Tweedleknees, leaping
ashore., said. "This is, Elfland."
Claus staggered off the raft. He
was greeted by hundreds of elves.
They .shouted. ..giant!
Tweedleknees has brought a
giant!**
Tweedleknees explained crossly
that Claus was not a giant but a
perfectly oidinary man who meant
to destroy the pigwidgen who had
cursed all the children and elves of
the land.
The elves gazed at Claus in awe.
"How brave he is!" they mur-
mured. ':How strong!" - •
"And I," said Tweedleknees
jeafously,...:A_Ana going to help
him. -
"We'll all help!" shouted the
elves. "We'll give you the
weapons to slay • the Pigwidgen!"
They rushed off to the work-
benches that filled the cavern. They
set to work hammenng and sawing
and bolting and whittling and, all
the time, singing at the top of their
squeaky lungs.. . .
- —What are '.they making"'
shouted Claus above the din.
."Who knos?" replied Tweed-
leknees. "Elves can make any-
thing."
"I like to make toys," said Claus
modestly • - —
"Elves make toys, too. In fact.
it's thelitaavonte thing."
Tweedleknees showed Claus to a
huge storeroom filled with tricycles
alid hobby horses and wagons and
dolls and fire engines and a hundred
other toys.
"What do you do with them'!"
cned Claus admiringly.
Tweedleknees shrugged. "Store
them here. It's a hobby. It keeps us
busy • '
But think how children would
enjoy them!" said Claus.
"Children are everywhere,"
reminded Tweedleknees. "'Elves
are here and cannot leave."
A gray-haired, spectacled elf
tugged at Claus' sleeve. "We're
"Use the magic with great care," urged the old elf.
finished now,- he said. "See what
we have made."
The elves gathered around. and
the Old elf gave Claus four wondr-
ous gifts.
First:a bow and an arrow which
would always find its mark.
Second, a ring. • When twisted
three times it would cause a crea-
And finally. a dagger w hose
point had been dipped in a deadly
poison..
Claus' heart -pounded with ex-
citement. With .such weapons as
these he could surely destroy the
wicked Pigwidges.
But the old elf warned, "There',
one thing you must remember. The
lure to change its shape. • magic of each gift will work but
Third, a mouthharp, the sound of once. Therefore use with care
which could charm the fiercest foe. Tomorrow: The (5iunr
Teacher Pay Hike
In Governor's Budget
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Increased funding for public
-eduealiorr,-
stantial pay raise for
teachers, will be included in
the budget Gov. Julian Carroll
sends to the 1978 General
Assembly.
"It's a very nice raise for
teachers, even more than we
thought we might get," Ray-
mond Barber, a deputy
superintendent of public in-
struction, told a state meeting




education budget hasn't been
completed, but that the
governor is being "more than
generous to elementary and
secondary education."
Barber said that _Carroll's
original plan for educational
support called for far more
money than will be available.
Consequently, the governor
Let's Stay Well By F.JL Blasingame, M..D
Surgery And Children
0: Mrs. S._ F.-writes that
she was amazed that her
six-year-old grandson had
a hernia in his groin re-
paired under general
anesthesia and was al-
lowed to go home later the
same day.
Also, the wound was
short in length and sewed
with stitches beneath the
skin so that none had to be
removed at a later time.
The incision was overed
with a clear matai so
that the skin in th area
ft
j 
could be observed for any
signs of infection. .
He was allowed to be up
and about and to return to
full activity in a few days.
About the only restriction
he had was to avoid wett-
irig the incision during
bathing.
s
He made -a prompt
recovery. His grand-
mother comment that .. _ .... .  .._.  _.... _
'surgery has made muchand his budget staff still are
pruning it, he said.
But Barber said handing will
undoubtedly be provided for a
statewide kindergarten pro-
gram, increased school oper-
ating expenses and increased
building funds as well as other
areas. .
Grant Extends Winterization
Program To 34 New Counties
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A new $1 million federal grant
has made it possible to extend
home weatherization services
for the poor and elderly to 34
counties that previously did
not have such services.
The Kentucky Association of
Community Action Agencies
is administering the gr,ant
money, . to be used to assist 
low-income persons in
protecting their homes
against cold weather, project
Manager Hank PhillipSsaid.
Phillips said the new grant
means weatherization ser-
vices are now available in
some form in every Kentucky
county.
The goal of the 12 month
project is to insulate about
2,040 homes, he said. Since the
program started Oct. 1, about
200 homes have been inisulated
and another 516 are in varying
stages of completion, Phillips
said in a telephone interview.
Workers are hired for the
LBoFree for the Asking!writeBIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSEx 307, Murray, KY 42071
project under the federal
CETA Title guidelines. They
must be low income and have
been unemployed for 15 to 20
weeks.
Phillips said usual
Suggestions heard- for in-
sulating homes are not always
applicable to the houses of
poor and low-incorneelderly._
`.`The hames,we.. weatherize
have holes in the walls and the
roofs," he said. "The people
really need these services."
Sometimes project workers
come across a situation where
weatherizing a house would
mean completely rebuilding
it.
Those cases may be
referred to other agencies that
will try to find better housing,
Phillips said.
The top priority of the
weather proofing operator is
to stop air infiltration, he said.
That means nailing up boards
to stop up holes in walls or
roofs, caulking around cracks,
patching broken windows, and
general repairs.
Then workers add an extra
layer of protection by nailing
up plastic sheets to cover
windows, and by applying
weatherstripping. The last
step is attic insulation.
Project workers may spend






1/4 Cup Crisco Oil
3 Egg Whites
(Makes One Loaf)
3 Tablespoons Skim Milk
-42.Cu0s Sifted Enrichett'FIdbr
1 Teaspoon Baking Soda
1 Teaspoon Baking Powder
In a large bowl combine sugar. apple-
sauce, Crisco Oil, egg whites and -




1/2 Cup Chopped Walnuts
until all ingredients are well blended
Stir in chopped walnuts.
Spread batter in oiled and floured
Add flour, baktrii itothsbaksn .powder,  inch (oat pan„BaSsa-at 35
salt , cinnamon andituirrieg Combine or O.7'0 minutes.
"It's adequate to do the job,
except in extreme cases," 
Phillips said. "Sometimes
we'd like to be able to do  
better."
In some cases, even
weatherization won't keep 'a
family warm, if their house is
badly dilapidated, "but at
least they will be less cold," he_
Phillips said supplies are
adequate for the project,
despite the universial shor-
tage ,of insulation and
weatherproofing materials.
"We lucked out," he said.
"We have a contract for
cellulose insulation at 23 cents
a pound."
Phillips said the price
includes delivery and training
for the unskilled project
workers in how to use the
insulation.
-It's a very good deal," he
said. "The fact we got it at all
is a good deal."
Phillips said a statewide
campaign to collect old
newspapers has been initiated
to ensure a continuing supply
of insulation. Newspapers are
the raw material from which
it is made, he said.
Anyone who wants to know
if he or she is eligible under
the weatherization program




Waif on Crisco Oil_
9607C0
CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE
SAVE 100 VV•henyoubuy
ANY SIZE risco con...
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
TO ̀ .•4 "044t1 MIS C•UT.044. DO. 1.1.4,08,,••S by 4,4 ,P1.••••,1 pec.ate per 
n,y,
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progress since the time
when her husband had a•
similar operation and was
kept in bed for over a
week.
A: Young children gener-
ally tolerate hernia repairs
better than adults do, even
though adults are now al-
lowed out of bed-after such
surgery much earlier than
in former times. Allowing
children to go home earlier
also has the advantage of
family convenience, and
costs are reduced too. As
long as the wound is sealed
off, the risk of infection is
not increased in such clean
cases.
Children often - Tolerate
needed surgery well when




Enlarged Heart Often Sign
of Trouble
0: Ms. A. T. writes that
her uncle, who appears to
be in good health, was told
that he has an enlarged
heart when he was exa-
mined by his physician.
She wants to know the
PHANTOM GENERATOR
NEW YORK (AP) — A $125-
million generating plant may
never be built because custom-
ers of General Public Utilities
Corp. in New Jersey and Penn-
sylvania have changed their
schedules for using electricity:
The company's 1.5 million
customers have shifted 300,000
kilowatt-hours of electricity
away from the peak daytime
hours of use, says company
chairman William B. Kuhns.
This amount is the capacity of
a medium-sized, coal-fired gen-
erating station, Kuhns notes.
While some of this reduction in
peak demand for electricity is
the result of conservation, ener-
gy management by its custom-
ers is the major factor, he ex-
plains.
"Moving the use of electricity
to off-peak night hours," says
Kuhns, "reduces the need to
build new generating plants to
meet growing demand for ener-
gy during the day. This,
coupled with the fact that elec-
tricity is less costly to generate
in the large 'base load' plants
operating at night, will lessen
the need for future rate in-
crease."
meaning of such erdarg-
ment.
A: Heart enlargement
usually means some form
of heart disease. It may be
from a leaky or narrowed
valve so that the muscle
has to pump more vigor-
ously to accomplish its
work. The valve may be
diseased, such as from
rheumatic fever which oc-
curred earlier in life. A
leak may be present be-
tween the right and left
sides of the heart, as in
congenital heart disease-,
causing the muscle to
pump more blood and to
work harder.
A common cause is high
blood pressure which re-
quires the left side of the
heart to work against re-
sistance in the arteries in
various organs as blood is
pumped over the body.
Treatment will depend
on the cause of the enlarge-
ment. The outlook for a
person with an enlarged
heart depends on the
strength of the heart mus-
cle and its blood supply
(cornonary arteries) and
















PHILCO 12-In. Diagonal • Light-
weight portable. 1000/. Solid State
chassis. Memory-Matic fine tuning.
85 616
GENERAL ELECTRIC 12-In. Diagonal.
Sculptured design portable. 100%
Solid State chassis. Pre-set fine tun-
ing. Built-in UNIVERSAL antenna.
85-502







speakers. Built-in 45 RPM










AM FM FM Stereo and 8-track player and recorder Beautiful 55-inch Mediterrcmeancabinet in pecan finish. Full-size record chaniker. Diamond missile and 2._ti-inch duo-cone 50610&81,8:- 114.417
Reg. 419.95
$38987
PHILCO 19-In. Diagonal picture. 100%
Solid State chassis. In-line picture tube,



















Slide controls, 5 position function switch. Slide tuning,
diat light, headphone jock and 2 15-inch speaker
enclosures.
VASCO'
PRICES GOOD At OVER 050 STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST
Bej-Air Center -
94Mon.-Tburs. 1413(1%m- —
9-9 & Sat. 7514191
s.
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FRUIT CAKE SALE—Murray Civitans have started their annual fruit cake fund raising
drive in the city. Recently the club gave the Murray Ledger & Times a couple of cakes
in conjunction with the annual drive. Pictured (from left) is Wayne Williams, with the
club, and newspaper employees Rita Elkins, Agnes Cunningham and Alice Rouse.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS DOWN
1 Flying 1 Baby's
mammal




8 Drink slowly 
BAboe ilul nd

























tter 9 That is
stone 
labbr
2810 Pertaining Animal's 41 Encountered
21 Crowd to





14 Haul sheep 44 Evergreen
16 Female ruff 31 Preposition tree.
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month 33 Ship tool
27 Soak 
21 Experts channel 47 Bitter vetch
22 Pronoun 34 Simian
28 Dance step . 48 Man s name23 macaw 35 Cry of crow
29 Everybody s
uncle
24 Conducted 37 Pulverized
49 Tattered
cloth
25 Ethiopian - 38 Lean-to
30 Paid notice 51 Cooled lavatitle 39 Rips ,
31 Ties 53 
33 A state 
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Opening its files on the
murder of Jotui F. Kennedy,
the t'BI is releasing 40,001
pages rich in details about the
search for the man who slew a
president and the motive that
led him to it.
The initial .seriitlriy- of the
material being released today
may produce more questions
than answers about what
happened in Dallas on Nov.22,
1963, and the mysteries still
lingering from it.
There is more to come.
The FBI will release
another 40,000 pages next
month. In She two batches,
Joan Little Arrested
Early Today In New York
NEW YORK (AP) — booked on several charges,
Fugitive Joan Little, who including reckless en-
escaped from prison in dangerment7and that she was
Raleigh, N.C., in October, was held on a North Carolina
arrested early today following fugitive warrant.
a high-speed chase through She identified herself to
Broolilyn, a Police Depart- police after she and a male
ment spokesman said. companion were arrested
Palide initially had said.the Sollowing a 1/2-mile auto
woman who was arrested chase through the streets of
about 2 a.m. claimed to be Brooklyn, the police
Miss Little. Five hours later, spokesman said. He said
an officer said police had police had attempted to stop
confirmed that the woman the vehicle after a man 'at
was the North Carolina Kennedy International Air-
fugitive, port said the pair had pulled a
Miss Little' s trial on gun on him.
charges of killing-her jailer During the chase, the
last year made international couple's 1970 .Buick struck a
headlines. She was acquitted police car, slightly- injuring
ol that charge following a trial one officer, the spokesman
in which she claimed she said. -
stabbed -the jailer in >sell- Police. Officer ,.- Michael
defense after he tried to force Ballasky , was treated for
her td commit a sex act. minor injuries at Greenpoint
However, Miss Little, 23, Hospital. His partner, Robert
was returned to the North Fleming, took the couple to
Carolina Correction Center to the Gold Streit, stationhouse
complete a -sentence ror for booking.
breaking and entering. She Miss Little's companion was
escaped from that facility Oct. identified by police as George
15, one month before-, she McRae, 29, of Brooklyn.. He
would have been eligible, for was booked on charges of
parole. . assault and reckless en-
._ _
Police said Miss Little was dangEirment.
NANcy
TH15 15 A HARD
TC.5T, ISN'T IT 51R?
IRMA- -COME OVER 
OH, BOY
TO MY HOUSE FOR
LUNCH -"I'D LIKE













MAY I BORROW A CAN OF
BEANS A PACKAGE OF
FRANKFURTERS AND
SOME POTATO  
  CHr PS ? 
• C'E - 7 - •
'977' J,ted
THE PHANTOM
YOU TWO HAVE LOVED EACH OTHER
SINCE CHILPH009. I KNOW YOU WILL
CHERISH EACH OTHER IN SICKNESS ANC,














officials say, will be all the
-paearisack„ generated_in 
.bureau as it probed the case.
No files are being withheld,
officials say. altlanigh many
words and paragraphs have
been deleted because they are




material to comply with
requests under the Freedom
of Information Act. Agents
have spent about 18 months
screening the files te delete
the classified and exempt
portions.
When the screening process
was complete, agency em-
ployees began making copies
and packing them in cartons.
Each set canes in 15 cartons
that weigh about 60 pounds
apiece.
By dawn,--sets were stacked
at the loading dock of the
FBI's J. Edgar Hoover




Press, are paying the 10-eents-
a-pfge copying fee the FBI
charges for the material — a
total of $4,000.10.
But the law allows an
agency to waive the fee if the
disclosure of- the Material is
considered to be of great
public importance.
So the fees may yet be
appealed by the news
organizations to the Justice
Department, which has
authority to overrule the FBI
if it finds that the disclosure is
sufficiently important to the
public.
The FBI alp is placing sets.
of the Eiles,in.two rooms: one
'for reporters and- one far.
schollirs, researchers and •
other interested people. The
material may be. examined
there without charge.
- The Warren Commission
concluded after • its in-
vestigation that Lee Harvey
Oswald killed Kennedy and
that he acted alone. Ctswald
Was shot andkilled in aVallas
police station before he faced
trial and his killer, Jack Ruby,
was convicted of murder and
died of cancer while in prison.
Despite the Warren Corn-'
mission's conclusion that no
conspiracy was involved,
some who have followed the
case have suggested a variety
of conspiracy theories, at-
tempting to link Oswald and
Ruby to each other and to
groups that supposedly
arranged the assassination.
None of those theories has
been substantiated beyond
.-doubt and it was impossible to
predict what light the FBI
files might shed on those
scenarios.
James Wright To --
Present Recital
James R. Wright of Cahokis,
a junior at Murray State
University, will present • a
piano recital on the campus
Sunday Dec. 11.
Scheduled to begin at 3:30
pm in the Recital Hall Annex
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the program will
feature works by Bach,
Beethoven, Debussy, Ibert,
and Prokofieff.
Wright, a music major, is
the son of Mr. "and Mrs. Ray
Wright of 1132 St. Boniface
Drive. He is a member of the
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association and serves as
organist at the First United
Methodist Church in Mayfield.
The recital is in partial
fulfillment of the
requirements for the Bachelor
of Music degree.
There were 13 state lotteries
in operation during the fiscal
427.6,-psaiiiding-$97.546 _
lion gross revenue,' says the
Commerce CWaring- House.
WALTER CALLED CITY HALL. IT
HAS NOTHING TO VO
ALASKA."
1 Legal Notice
AS OF DECEMBER 5,
1977, I, Charles M
Broach, will no longer
be responsible for any
debts other than my








DAY CARE will own for
night service, 6:30 p.m. - •

























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any . size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40, Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
I
Come see the Country
Nam Christmas Tree.










• Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.














Guitars & Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.
PARIS LANDING
Country Store will be





Arklagas logs. 620 each.
'Peel and stiolt,floor tile,
$5.00 box. Across from















WHAT WE DO best is
care, Needline, 753-6333,
WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
THE WORD Paradise
appears in the King
James version of the
Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
Revelations 2-7.
Paradise - Greek -
Paradeisos, Par-ad'i-
sos, a Park, i.e. (spec.
an Eden. Hebrew -
Pardee, Par-dace', of
for. or. a Park: forest,
orchard. Jesus 'was
crucified in paradise
Gol-go-tha )- placed in
hell and raised to the







IN MEMORY OF our
Mother. Mrs. Annie
- stallcularpenetaway -
one year ago today.




many riches; Are the
memories that we hold
Nen_ wore preciow non_
more tender; Than the
love our mother gave; It
will last thru all the
ages; For its stronger
than the grave
- Many things she taught us
children; Led with
patience she'd never
shove; She gave to us
the greatest heritage;
For she taught us how to
love
Many words define our
mother; Words with
origin from above; But
_one word can best
describe 'her; That one
word for her is LOVE!
Dearest Mama, only ten
short weeks after daddy
left us you went to join
hint
We know you are both in
your heavenly home
waiting with out-
stretched arms for us to
join you.
Only God knows how
much we all love and
miss you both.
Children & Grandchildren
5 Lost And Found
LOST Gold ladies' watch
in front of Family Shoe
Store, Saturday af-




LOST PAM of glasses in -




sitter for one year old
boy in my home..
References and tranJP
sportation necessary.
Call after 4 p.m. at 753-
7264.
NEEDED BABYSTITER






manage 4 Plex. Apply
600 Poplar, Friday;
December 9, or call
Eddyville, 388-2466.
SOMEONE TO BABYSIt
part time in return fqt








Person hired will be













Offered for information leading to
arrest and convection of person or
persons cutting tires at Taber Body








Only Two More Weekend Activities for this SEASON
Don't miss our big two hour all professional shows
Saturday Dec. 10th and Sat Dec 17th
Square Dance -
Fri., Dec. 9 8, 16
Next Show Date
March-4, 1978
We wish for byeryOrte a Merry Christmal.
"add a Happy New Year
a.-
• 
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6. Help Wanted
$ 2 0 0 WEEK I. V
POSSIBLE stuffing








student - athlete, any
type of work. Available
--front- - Dererntrer-
through January 13,
prefer steady work. Call
Brian Rutter at 767-4167








from 5,000 to 503,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 bet-





old established Texas oil
company looking for a
mature person to con-
tact customers in
--Marra-rarer -V a..
IA' rite. K. 0. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789, Et.
Worth Tex. 76101.
14. Want To Buy





doll, also Jerri, Connie
Lynn and Linda doll in




15. Articles For Sale
CORRELLE EX-
PRESSION, 20 piece
sets, all patterns, $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
•
RiglItlifts at the tght poce-












. 0 ..:- 
'it±-?1:-t-f•.._
i; 


















•HOSPIT At SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
DrNeirlEAT4TYS Of C:05MITICS '
•HOLLIS1 ER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
 A
COZY AND COMFY
Get ready for winter in this 3 bedroom ranch
home with central heat and air, den with
fireplace. attaehed garage and good west side
location. Priced in the mid 30's. Let us show you




George Gallagher 753.8129 Geri Andersen 753-1932















753-7205 t• • FOR SALE - Ornate oak
hall tree, $250.
Refinished. Call 492-8594
after 6 p. m.
WEED ATERS
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
574, 71/2", 1% HP, $29.99,










dining room set, drop





Morris Refrigeration FIREWOOD for sale. Callo 437-4228.
° 506 So. 4th
fo geo orcrleolecrieciocaliroletz aro arctlow.eq.gposcroraliesik
ti
t. 4
ti Western Store ti'a




$., 1-6 Sun. 








-Jeans gt Coats• l'i
25 /0 .0a Reduced from $140.00 to t-Fully Lined-11





Li Work Shoes t• Leather •0 ff605 Sir 607 "704 tib
Coats ,gg Buy 1 Pair
f Get 2nd Reduced it'o





i. _Pair Free! 1/3. Neoprene Soles
i 1'
Vernon's is headquarters for ;

















/53-5323 •. A -,Alprr,.. 01114c siN, ERy COMPANY. .
AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater used one winter.
$150. Call 753-7568.





G. E. refrigerators, only
2 left. Full warranties.





radio. Tape player and
record player, $150.
Sears automatic washer
and Maytag dryer. All in
g6od condition. $75. tall
753-2753:
COUCH AND CHAIR,
girls clothes. Size 1-6X.
Call 489-2303.
SAVE 1.18 on latest tapes
& albums-. Everyday
diucount - irrices-




FOR SALE: Full size bed,
with Bookcase Head-
board, Frame, Mat-
tress, and Springs; 2
Bookcases; 5 Drawer
Chest; 10 Drawer Chest;
Desk; Loveseat; Arm
Chair; Phonograph
Console - needs work;
Cradle; Pole Lamp; 6
Drawer Dresser &
Mirror; Color TV- needs
work; drapes 83" x 63",
and 83" x45" Beige; call
753-3893.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer.




bedroom suite. Call 09-
2162.
SKIL ROUTER sale, 1/2
HP modett-146 only
' $35.99. Wallin Hard-
.ware, Parisr:- -
•
15 Articles For Sale
55 GALLON drums $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.









15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD. Will
deliver. Call 753-5857.
TWO EACH 17,000 gallon
storage tanks with
ladders. Would make
1,800 bushel grain bins.
Top condition. Both
$2,000. Call 618-524-9614.
WOOD FOR SALE, $15




Damask, $45. Call 753-
7349.
KENMORE 9 FT. upright
freezer. Puichased ffir
$230 last June. Will sell
for $175. Call 753-7136 or
753-6701.
ONE TWIN SIZE mat-
tress. Good and clean.
Used very little.





Coats Jackets Dresses, leans Tops Shirts
Caps Gloves jumpsuits, • Gaucho Sets
cocks Gowns Pajamas R%bes, Sleepers





Downtown SlaappLog: Center. Where you will find qualstyMerchandise at a reasonable price for the entire family
A unique electronic learning aid designed to help
children age Sand up practice basic arithmetic
The Little Professor and a special bonus activity
book bring the excitement of a space age game to
the time-proven flash card approach to mathe-
,matics education
The durable Little Professor is-psesprogeemmed_ with over- 16,000 basic problems in addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division at four levels
of achievement To provide a continuing challengeto children as their skills grow
TI Little Professor"" $12.88










dition. $50. Also Ken-
more washer. Call 753-
4423,
COUCH AND CHAIR, 1




16t1? Street in Fox
lYfeadows, now- has
Paternayan Tapestry
yarns in stock, also
Paternayan 3 ply
Persian. Materials for
 otatei C,14.. cross
ditch, 'crewel, and Rosa
embrodery.
Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
needlearts.
19. Farm Equipment





off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-
Saturday call 395-7844 or
3618565 nights.
BEAR 'HUNTING bow.




Also mini-bike, $40. Call
489-2156.
REMI_ NGTON 670, 3 inch
magnum-, 30" full with
rib. $150. Call 753-7648
after 5 p. m.
BIKE EXERCISER.























9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
weekdays
and
1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
on Sundays
Link R,ed House Of Crafts
Uncle Jeff's shopping Center
4 • Murray, Ky.
Glen and Betty Helm































0 Tastefully tailored pants with classic quarter-top4
20 Sports Equipment
AL'UlifitCRAFT-tibat
Al and trailer. Call, 436-
• 2318.
22 Music,41
4 USED BALDWIN Spinet
• piano. Lonardo Piano
Co. Across from Post
Office, Paris, Tem.
t pockets, in all your favorite solid colors.
t Buckingham-Ray, Ltd. 4













THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share. They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat geld Keepsake matched wedding
--• nngs- are 'designed to please every possible taste
tromslassic, to contemporary, to avant garde and
assure lasting pride and satisfaction.
Furches Jewelry















r Macedonia from Spain
r Pure Goats Milk & Buttermilk from Switzerland
r Oat Meal & Almond Meal
....White Lilac from West Germany
Sandlewood from China
r Sauna Soap from France
rjasmin from France
....Camellia Oil. Plum Blossom & Honey Soil) from









to purchase at LEACH'S






Avoid Costly Moms Repoli
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
U,.. mord lid •110.1,1011
Tali.U, ed sr ili moms is. he
isflilied.
100 South 13th St
Phone 753-3914






sizes, all densities. Cut
SO-YOu.specs. West. K,




beds or campers. Buy
direct -from factory's:1d—
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136..South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
SKIL HEAVY le drill
with spade handle,








post. Many other items.
Phone day or night 618-
524-9614.
BATH TUBS - Borg




GO CARTS, 3 HP, $279.95;









Reored; reale to is. Or bey 11-11mild wed sem Complete sod
node to mospolie he op te 24x64 steemberd, bat oil precut mo she
moat Sep do rest tbesi coos to C.osimes OWN mod bery the best
for lese.
ammemeoCIIP01111 1MT MIAMI 1111111LIMINIS753-41111Minmomm
Auction Sale
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, Tn.
This week nice washstand with towel rack and
mirror, Oak rocker, round oak table, oak war-
drobe, meat block, oak bed, lots of depression
glass, other odds and ends.
Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer




We Will Be Open












Zile *pedal • op"
1 2 I Bypass, Mrcasian.tth h—reisNi_ Murray, Ky.
11:110i,




ONE OF A KIND
This is a home of superior quality with the finest
materials. Built for convenience and comfort
with oversized hallways and doorways. The 3
bedrooms are unusually large. A cathederal
ceiling overlooks the formal living room which is
just across the pegged wood floor of the foyer
from the dining room. The carpet throughout
provides comfort whether sitting in the family
room in front of the fireplace or using the„in-
tercom. The kitchen built for convenience has
custom cabinets, range and oven, plus a
microwave oven. The 2 car garage off the paved,
riveway provides more than enongh spate-for-
storage. The fenced backyard provides safety
and privacy for children or pets. By appointment
only.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716-
NEW 111i7ElliSHIP
Ron & Charlotte Hager
Complete NEW lventory of plants & mer-
chondise.




will deliver Free in city limits,













Dixieland Center Free Gift Wrapping
****************A
artchugivatentstalwatetacew vadvadvadeat twitter massiectear,
Anniversary
Sale
lust in time for Christmas
Get Your Christmas























And A Cup Of Soup
$265
You may substitute a potato fnr peach & cottage










-Give a Ram,pel_. R-19. The bike with,the tough, low-slung BMX
styling trimwant. It's just one of our full line of Raleigh inditan71-




R,3deigh Industries of Amenca, sic
• Spoke & Pedal, Inc.'. A •
• tioter layaway Now For Christmas ;slams
24 Miscellaneous
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware;Paris.
BANISH DISHWASHER
drudgery forever. G. E.
dishwashers at
ridiculous low prices.






We'll be glad to mail














SIBLE person to take up





Terrific deal. For in-
kfirmation call 753-0595.
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hUrry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
,year has already caused
a shortage on some





27. Mob:le Home Sales
1975 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile_ home. Can be
seen in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-9661. _ .





Riviera Courts or call
753-3200 before 5 or 436-
5524 after 6.
157412 iN HILLCREST,
2 bedroom, gas heat and
central air. lAke new._ _
Partly furnished. See at
Riviera Cts or call 753-
3280 before 5, or 436-5524
after 6.
21 Mobile Home Sales
12 X 40 SHULTZ mobile
home. *Partially fur-
nished, 64200. Call 436-
5812 after 6:30 p. m. ot
489-2697.
1974 MOBILE HOME, .1
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,







NEW HOURS THRU CHRISTMAS .
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5







v- Whiting & Davis Jewelry
Exclusive in Murray ,,.7








Brick duplex - Two miles from Murray, two
bedrooms, living room, kitchen with eat-in area,
and bath on each side. This well insulated duplex
contains 1950 sq. ft. Included in sale is extra lot "2
acre in size with mobile home hook-up, city
water, septic and electric. All of this for only
$31,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
Uncle Jeff's Stepping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716





SYSTEM 3215 - 14700
• AM FM MPX 8-Track
• Phono Input
• Front Panel Stereophcine Jack
• Program Selection and Stereo
Indicators
• Automatic and Manual Program
Change














TfAr a Re, CltriPT 
• FUIS-Sqe 3 Speed Griongtor vors
Cue Pause arid System Shut Or
• Front Panel Sierecphone Jack
• Program Selection and Sterecr
indicator.s
• Automatic and Manual
sAbse




• Automatic Battery Charg.ng
iABC1
• Automatic Level Control IALCI
• Automatic Shut-Off System
• LID Record Battery Ind,cato,




. balance and Tone
• Arcrfi ManLvai Itt..nqram
rmar,ge
• P, tar' l F-lePe4,
• r;fe•no Mono and I:0C Fix
Switches






"We Service What We Sell"
TV Service Center
Central Shapping Center
Open Evenings Until Christmas
103-5865
Helping people is our horsiness'
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30. Business Rentals









12 X 60 TWCI BEDROOM
furnished trailer on 641





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces fox
rent, at Riviera Courts,
Catt753-280.
31. Want To Rent
38. Pets • Supplies
MEM.
AKC REGISTEREDSLEEPING ROOM for
boys, utilities furnished. Doberman puppies.
Walking distance for - - .-Chall4)4111 44"ine"5*
MSU. Call 753-1812. Call after 5, 753-4183.
ONE BEDROOM fur- 36. For Rent Or lease AKC MINIATURE
nished. apartment HORSE STABLE for Schnauzer puppies.
needed at Christmas. rent, pasture land also Deposit will hold for
References offered. Call . available. Call- Mike Christmas. also dog
3-0903. _Bra tome* - • 7 fr3-84160-- - - glooming, Cill,435401,_










Inquire 100 South 13th
Street.
Auction Sale
Saturday, December 10 at 10 a.m. _
10 miles north of Paris on Hwy. 69 N. near Solo
store.
1952 Ford Tractor, bushhog, 2-12" Flat bottom
plows, drag disc, appliances, furniture, some an-














Early Illsoriani Style C1.62.540 Early Air,rt:-iin with a
distinctive country look in a cabinet of Pine veneers and har-
dwood solids. Overhang top and straight bracket base Deluxe
three-piece gallery Concealed casters H32,." W 17"!) 19'7"
25- Diagonal
Standard Features
iiiGTdOtatic II Color Tuning
-.Deluxe 30,600-voit GT-306 Soh d,Stat e flta•Si•












Need More Elbow Room?
. Located in new growing Canterbury Subdivision.
3 bedroom, 2 bath home with central gas heat
and electric air. Den with fireplace. In city
Robertson school dilrict. Over 2400 square feet
in house. B* bedrooms: Electric garage door
, opener. See it today. CAL!. OR COME BY:
. .
BOYD-MAJORS
153 -8080 REAL ESTATE
70-11 PROF ESSIOLtA_LOFFIET WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
▪ Worren Shropshire 753121?
insetre M0ink131.1036
















field champion. Dam x-
rayed good at 13 months.
Shots, wormed. Call 1-
_354-8776. •
AKC REGISTERED Old 1
English Sheepdog
puppies. Will hold until
Christmas. Call 492-8441.
DOBERMAN PUPS, AK-
























GET BACK to nature on
this 40 acre farm. .26
tendable, tobacco base,
woods, creek and an
older frame home.







List Your Property With Us















































3IE ir X IC 31:30
























SRI Sycamore Aleenyy, Ky.
NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY. - The. _price is_
right and so is the
location, close to the
university on quiet
residential street. Four
bedrooms and 2 baths
with lots of living area.
Fenced backyard and
living room with
firePlachre some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street
Purdom & Thurman





cjrllunl I  I
GOT THE RENTAL
BLUES? Here's the
solution - 606 Broad
Street - Neat 3 bedroom,
1 bath home, newly
decorated, carpeted.
Electric heat. Close to
shopping center. Start
your equity today; . .
Only $21,500.00. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8480.
LYNN GROVE -- If you
like lots of elbow room,
this home is for you.
Home has nine rooms
including 4 bedrooms,
142 bath and la,vely
kitchen-dtning rciom
combination. Situated
on over one acre with
beautiful trees and
garden area. Priced in
upper 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,












Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate anytime.
LARGE COMMERCIAL
LOT - Corner of US-641
and Green Plains
Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent






South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1051
DESIGNED FOR
LIVING - Over 2.000
sq. ft. includes 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room with
fireplace. 2 car garage,
plenty outside storage.
Beautifully landscaped
yard with shade trees,
redwood deck. Call 753-


















Features the Allegro Series I Arrp,itier
AMIFM1Stereo FM Tuner with AFC on FM
Stereo Precision Record Changer Complete
• With 8-Trace Tape Player ,Shown with Zemin
Allegro 1000 tuned port speakers Simulated wood
cabinet with handsome grained Walnut finish
The qualify goes,"
,3111±t112_1121 before the name goes or
We devote ow full time to the sales end service
of electronic products •
Tucker
Sales & Service










"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"






dedicated ,to giving you
v Quality Printing
v Quick Service
v Reasonably Priced '
Let us help you with
all your printing needs.
We also have .
quick copy service
Phone 753-2285
41 ACRES, all fenced,
*ate& near Coldwater,
30 acres tendable, more
could be made tendable.
Priced at $30,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
_753-1222 for all your
farm real estate needs.
1.38. Acre_larm - Just
Listed. Good bottom
land with over 1/2 mi.
of hwy. frontage. 100
acres tendable plus air
cured, dark fired, and
burley tobacco bases.
Located on Hwy. 1836

















GET READY for winter
in this 3 bedroom brick
ranch home with-control
gas heat, central air.,
den with fireplace,
attached garage, and
good west side location.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Let us show you this

















$4.00 Extra If No Trade-In
























Run your own business and your own life With
this grocery store in the New Providence area on
Highway 893. Sale includes four refrigerators,
soft drink box, ice cream box, and all stock.
Texaco Gas Service contribute to an excellent
gross - priced at $27,500.
Beautiful corner lot in Canterbury Estates is
priced to sell. 1401/2 x 120 in area of beautiful
homes. Price is going Up, buy now and save.
Compare at $6.,300.
138 Acre Farm - goad bottom land with over 100
acres tendable. Air cured, dark fired, ahd burley
tobacco bases go with sale. Over 14 mile of
blacktop Highway frontage. Go to Coldwater and
turn right on Highway 1836, 1/2 mils on right.
Good buy at $886 acre.
Older home at 413 N. 6th' St. Extra large lot with
garden spot. Maintenance free aluminum siding
exterior. Interior walls are dry wall panelling
over tongue and groove wood. Natural gas heat
makes this warm and cozy, Washer - Dryer con-
nections, electric stove and more only $18,700.
Whatever your needs Call
The Nelson ShroatCo., REALTORS
Uncle leiti's Stopping Center
7,59-1707 or .759-1716
• Hollornq people /5 our bus4ness
so
1
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44 lots For Sale
BM X 140 FT. WOODED
lot in Sherwood Forest.

















LOT WITH TREES in
Gatesborough. 125 x 217
ft. Call 753-6275.
46 Homes For Sale
TWO BEDROOM frame








FOR SALE By Owner. 3
bedroom brick home
on quiet street close to
schools. Dining room,
- den, 2 full baths. Fully
carpeted, central heat







repair work. Call Gene
Kimbro, 753-8693 Datsun
trained mechanic.





$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
free 5 year guarantee,
439.90. - Wallin lifted-
ware, Paris.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1919 MER MON-
TEGO MX Power
brakes, steering and air,
new tires. Call 753-9039
after 3 o'clock.
3ILE .4%. IP' 30
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
AMY RD ate on
wagon, body good, fair
muechanically. $150. Call
'lifter 5 p.m. 753-8505.
1975 FORD GRANADA,
power steering, power
brakes, air, V-8. Very
nice. $2995. Call 753-2738
nights.
1974 PEUGOET, 504
diesel, 4 door sedan.








Long wheel base. $2350.
753-3535.
irze BUICK Electra, 2
door. Has all extras. Car
Is in good condition. Also
has new set of Urea.
$950. Call 7534564.
1874 LTD, power steering
and brakes. Four door.
Call after 6, 753-7754.
1972 DATSUN 1200 coupe,
4 speecL 65,000 miles.
$950. Call 753-0612.
1971 CHEVROLET, 3/4
ton, 4 wheel drive




1969 FORD PICKUP, V-8
automatic, $1,050. 1970
Chevrolet 6 cylinder




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
2204.





Bowling Balls Bowling Bags
Up to 
$1 27FF Up to $1 0" OFF
Free Drilling a Free game)
Pro Line
^- Golf Clubs -^z. Balls Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, Y-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and




1415 Main St. 753-2202
terld,104tlittetlfttete/erep
2 cu. in. engine






12" sprockft nose bar
and chrome chairs.
Vinyl covered handle.
East Side Small Engine
Highway 94 East 153-0400
Mwray, Ky. 41071









Dunn Furniture. Warehouse id
TV-STEREO-APPLIANCES-- Open Friday Nights Ti! 100 m
641 North Murray, Ky, 753-3037 ti
titaaananamaziaaaaaze
Jest Received - New Shipment
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area
OVER 130 CHAIRS
21,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 BUG, good condition.
Recently overhauled.
New brakes, tires, semi-
customized. Best offer
over $1000. Call 767-6236
till 11 p.m. Keep trying.
1970 CHEVROLET
pickup, 6 cylinder,
straight shift. $795. 1969
Datsun pickup, $495.
Call 489-2595.






$800. Call 753-0066 or 753-
2982.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN,






radials, 4 speed, factory
mag wheels, AM radio,
good deal. Call 753-9906.
1972 FORD TORINO
Grand Sports. Two door
hardtop, brakes,
steering and air con-
ditioning. New tires.
Bought new in Murray.
Call 753-8030.
1973 % TON Heavy duty
Dodge Club cab. Call
753.7370 or 753-0129.
1970 CHEVROLET





with all options. Four
cylinder. Good mileage.
One owner. $3000. Call



















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
ELECTRIC WIRING





mow a WNW Suits. Herein
.1 .1 mass
502-442-9396
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




lots. CU Roger Hutson,
75D-6783
• Left te right: Eick'Illio '29.95; Kick'llem Sr.
$311.1111; Kick'NG• 2, '39.95• Lay-Away Early
Supply Is Limited
OVERBY HONDA


























LeCreuset Cast Enamel Ware -
I










1 Kountry Kitchen i, Murray, Ky. I
I
) f Uncommon Items:
f
I fr- Rum-a-Baba Molds4
i-Roll Top Bread Box
t, Egg Coddlers
,,Picture Poster Raisin Racks 
1
.-Salt Grinders fv• Individual Cookie Cutter









9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sunday
"Sayings up to 50% & more









B.C. Ltd Factory Outlet is your
headquarters for Boots Suits,





by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.1
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




by. Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor














FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior'. Also dry wall









Company Inc. Air con-











TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and











struction Co., Route 2,
, I3ox 09 A. Rilducak Ky..




home or industrial. Call











TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and











fecient service. No job

















and cute puppies. About
six months old. Both
have been wormed and
have had distemper
shots. These pups have
gentle, friendly per-
sonalities and 'would be
Ideal Christmas gifts for
children. One is brown
and the other is an off-








all shots, 7 years old.
Call 759-1237.
FREE CAT. Pure white, 1
year old, "neutered.





DELUXE HOTPOINT NO-FROST 20.8 CU. FT.
aatTAIX-- CTUICV 100
SPECIAL LOW PRICE, '














Hare a Ilapff Prepaid Christmas







It's time to think
about remodeling!
And your kitchen should be your best friend.
Just think how helpful it would be to have
everything in your kitchen exactly where you
want it.






dm I. mak!, Harnsburg tO 242-1326
, . Holirc 9 AM.-Noon. 1 P.M.-3 P.M.
Saturday:19 A.M.-1 P.M.
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SOUTHSIDE














US CHOICE BLADE CUT























KRAFT JET PUFF 10 OZ PKG.
MARSHMALLOWS
KRAFT CREAM 7 OZ. JAR
MARSHMALLOW
KRAFT 1000 ISLAND 80Z.-
-
DRESSING
121/2 OZ. CAN 69
4 FOR




























WITH '10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE -

















711EVIC & SERVELG fir
•
CONGESPIRIN 36' TABS 69
4-WAY NASAL SPRAY 1/2 oz. 89c
COLGATE T OZ. $1 09




5 LB 9A9 69
49c LUNCHEON MEAT79c2 LB.
39




TEMT 1 OZ lily2.










WITH '10.00 OR MORE PURCHASE






















39c NAVEL 80 SIZE
ORANGES
RED OR WHITE 48 SIZE
$299 GRAPEFRUIT 3 FOR
49c
46 OL CAN67
EACH 10c
LB PKG 39c
LB 14c
4.49c17c
1:0(
tot
1)4
01
01
a
fl
tc
al
